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Above: Elegy No. 9, as seen on the south lawn of VU ' s
Moellering Library where it will be on exhibit through
May, 1995.
Cover: Edward McCullough, American b. 1934. Elegy No.
9, 1982, Cor-ten steel, 46 x 93 inches. Pictured on the
grounds of the Mitchell Museum, Mt. Vernon, Illinois, in
1987-88 when the entire ten-piece Elegy Series was on
exhibit. For the series, McCullough was inspired by
Rainer Maria Rilke's poem cycle The Duono Elegies, and the
phrase, "nature .. .our transitory place."
Back Cover: McCullough. Craw's Echo No 2, 1993, stainless
steel, 21 x 31 x 6 inches. The work will be on exhibit in
Moellering Library through December 9 for the exhibit
'Towards Form, Towards Life: Public Sculpture Today."
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INLUCETUA

Paying the Piper
About once a year I try to teach causal analysis to
composition students and it's an uphill struggle.
You set out the difference between necessary, sufficient,
and contributory causes. You work at giving a clear explication of the one logical fallacy you can still name in Latin:
post hoc trrgo propttrr hoc, or as we put it, falling back on the
terms so useful in geometry, 'just because B happened
after A is no reason to assume that A caused B." It takes no
time at all for eyes to glaze over. Too complicated. Too
many ambiguities. Too many loose ends.
Causal analysis is an art about as popular as candledipping or hand cooperage. Of course if you want to, you
can go to one of the numerous re-created villages to see
people dressed up in old garb practicing these old arts, but
RubberMaid does a perfectly good bucket, and candles
made in the modern way are fine too. We don't need
those old arts, but we are in desperate need of being able
to refine our abilities with cause and effect analysis. One
result of a kind of juvenilizing of the culture is the persistent wilful determination not to make careful analysis of
cause and effect. "He cried, so I hit him," as the toddler
explained to her mother the source of her baby brother's
wails. Much of what we read as analysis, and almost all of
what we hear as call-in talk, delivers the same quality of
sophistication and accuracy.
Take, at the level of the nearly frivolous, what I read
this Sunday in a section of the Chicago Tribune called, I am
sorry to report, WomanNews, or WN. This particular
blurblet takes up the question, ''Why do we feel so bad on
Sundays?" In fact, it is titled, "Say goodbye to sour
Sundays." This examination of why people feel depressed
on Sundays runs quickly through one explanation-that
people dread going back to work on Monday- in order to
delve deeper. "Perhaps we're feeling guilty about all the
chores we ignored. Perhaps Sundays remind us of the dutiful family gatherings our parents forced us to attend when
we were young."
Having dealt thus briskly with the reasons why so
many people feel that something is missing from their
experience of the Sabbath, the writer chirps on with some
freshm~n
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remedies. Plan an activity, schedule social time, break
your routine by taking up a new sport or trying a new
recipe. The author's expert advises us to "set aside quiet
time, preferably in nature, to acknowledge your inner
beauty and restore yourself." (As Dave Barry might say, I'm
not making this up.) The quoted Real Person, a customer
service representative, says that she endures the difficulty of
Sundays if she knows that "we're going to do something
fun, like play golf, go to the beach or take a day trip."
Leaving aside the question of whether such vapidity
belongs in WomanNews or BarbieNews, we may note that
the author's analysis of cause is first of all, could we say,
shallow. Second, the intention of the analysis is the alleviation, by the quickest means possible, of the painful experience. Third, and most telling, it ignores completely a
reality of the situation which thousands of years of human
history would acknowledge: a sabbath, the Sabbath, is good
for people. That's why it was created. If you pay no attention to what it is for, you probably will feel bad. You may
very well feel what the article accurately describes: an energy-less, joyless sense of something wrong, something missing. An empty blankness where you have a dim sense that
something good ought to be. But the kind of analysis provided here wilfully turns away from what thousands of people have understood and believed about Sundays, blindly
suggesting an expenditure of more cash and more energy
to "restore yourself."
This may be an unfair example, to pick on a poor
young journalist struggling to keep her by-line and her job
by pumping out simplistic and ignorant causal analysis,
attached to advice about as meaningful as "Go outside and
play." Surely serious people charged with the government
of this country would not try anything as simplistic as this,
just to keep their jobs and their by-lines. Surely people of
intelligence and acumen and experience would not offer
up shallow analysis as though it were the result of serious
wrestling with difficult problems, and then ask people to
believe that solutions based on such shabby analysis would
actually help to address those problems. Would they?
Let's look at the Crime Bill.
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At the moment this shabby piece of legislation has
failed to pass in Congress, perhaps through greater luck
than we deserve, and certainly through a combination of
circumstances more convoluted than this sentence. But
after a series of compromises, this huge and ungainly piece
of legislation may indeed pass and become part of what we
will all have to live with. When enough of the "fat" has
been trimmed from it (the so-called preventive programs,
for example, which are usually referred to as very nice but
unaffordable luxuries of the social welfare variety ) then
opponents may give way and vote for it.
No thoughtful person could deny that many, many
of us are frightened and angry about the amount of violent
behavior that has re-shaped the way we all have to live. We
are afraid that our possessions will be damaged or taken
from us, and that we will be hurt or killed without cause,
by criminals. This is a real fear, about real things. And
there is enough evidence of the various damages around
us to make us shrivel up into partial people, leading partial
lives. All of these fears, and all of the ways they make us
live, we have gathered up into the word "crime." As though
crime were an entity, as though it didn't come in a thousand forms, from a thousand different causes. We must rid
ourselves of crime, we repeat, as if to say ''We must rid ourselves of rats."
President Clinton offers, as the result of his causal
analysis, a whole series of remedies, many of them contradictory, but most of them tending to label more actions as
crimes, put more people in prison, and sentence more
people to execution. What is the proposed effect of these
moves? He is anxious that we should get rid of the violence that is eating at the heart of our society. But in what
way can it be true that more enforcement, more prisons,
more sentences, and more executions make less violence?
Isn't it true that an effect of labelling more people as criminals will be to have more criminals? We have built more
prisons and imprisoned more people and executed more

people in recent years than ever in our history, yet we continue to read this rising curve as an effect, rather than a
cause of crime.
Our ability and our patience for causal analysis have
all but disappeared, while we cower in front of speakers
who preach to us a wilfully simplistic view of a situation serious as death. We are tired of asking, ''Why do we experience so much crime in our country?" We would rather just
say "Nuke 'em! " Like the pitifully vacant young woman
addressing the question of sour Sundays, we ignore the
resources of thousands of years of traditional wisdom about
what qualities make it possible for a society to ensure public
safety and public good, and the tradition itself we have
reduced to the unthinking slogan, "An eye for an eye,"
without caring about the whole of the codes of social care
and healing within which such a formula was embedded.
Our commitment to justice has shrivelled to a series of
competing yelps in courtrooms and our concepts of mercy
have come down to some coins in the Salvation Army buckets in December.
There was, according to legend, a town that wanted to
rid itself of rats. But the citizens were not willing to pay the
price, and they gave away their future, as the children followed the Pied Piper into the mountain. No cheap solutions will work on crime in America, and the price of
ridding ourselves of its effects is a staggering price, no less
than a re-evaluation of our commitments- for starters-to
rampant individuality and to violent efficiency. In the current state of affairs, a person acting on these qualities is
admired if he is rich, but punished if he is poor. Is our love
of these qualities a contributory cause of crime in America?
Probably. Who has the patience and the skill to sort out
these tangled strands of causes and effects? If we're not
willing to pay the price of that patience, we are watching
our children dance off into a very grim future indeed.
Peace,
GME
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SPIRIT OF WONDER, SPIRIT OF LOVE:
REFLECTIONS ON THE WORK OF BERNARD LONERGAN
Patrick H. Byrne

The Spirit of God rests upon me;
The Spirit of God consecrates me;
The Spirit of God bids me go forth
to proclaim God's peace and joy.
These lines from Lucien Deiss's hymn celebrate the
encounter of the human spirit and the divine Spirit. It is
an encounter which is alive in our times, as symbolized by
the heightened interest in spirituality. While spirituality is
an unconditioned gift of God to us, nevertheless what that
gift can accomplish is severely conditioned by how we
come to think about it. So I would like to share some
reflections on the dimensions of spirit, human and divine,
from the thought of the late Canadian Jesuit
philosopher /theologian, and my teacher, Bernard
Lonergan, SJ. It has been frequently said that Lonergan
was one of the two most important Roman Catholic
thinkers of our time-the other being Karl Rahner, SJ.
Lonergan devoted virtually his whole life to the task of
sorting out what he could know about the various
dimensions of spirit, human and divine. His works are
becoming increasingly influential, but they are still not very
well known. I hope in this article to make available to a
wider audience some of his most fundamental thoughts,
those touching on the spirit.
The Human Spirit: From Below Upward

I would like to begin my description of what
Lonergan discovered about the human spirit indirectly,

Pat Byrne is a Profesor of Philosophy at Boston College. He has
been engaged with the Lonergan Institute for a number of years.
He is the Network Representative from Boston College with the Lilly
Fellows Program in Humanities and Arts.
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through a reflection upon one of Lonergan's favorite
authors, Rosemary Haughton. Haughton recounts a story
from Ann Cornelisen (found in Cornelisen's book,
Torregreca: Life, Death and Miracles). In post-war Southern
Italy, Cornelisen had set up a nursery school to which there
came one day a homeless little girl, Giovanna. Giovanna,
only five at the time, was the abandoned daughter of the
village prostitute. Giovanna lived in the streets, and was in
wretched condition. Cornelisen gave the girl more love
and attention than she had ever had in her entire life, and
it changed Giovanna utterly. As Cornelisen put it, "she
knew she was special and especially loved, and I think that
sense of being loved has stayed with her"(Haughton, 189).
Haughton went on to add, "it seems unlikely she will ever
become really unloving" ( 190).
But love alone was not enough. After leaving the
nursery school, she was abused and neglected by her
family, and found no one else to help her build a decent
life upon that foundation of love. Cornelisen's love did
not heal all the emotional blocks and tragedies which
plagued Giovanna's life. In the end, Cornelisen wondered
at what the future held for Giovanna, saying, "I know no
answer except love and expert care"(l89). Haughton went
on to comment:
Miss Cornelisen puts "love and expert care" side by
side. She knows that both are necessary... The point is that
love without as expert a care as is available is not love in the
fullest sense. If you really love, you do something about it,
and you do it as well as you can manage to learn how,
whether the technique be that of prayer, sex, child-care or
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revolution. Perhaps the most successful anti-love device of
our clever culture has been this separation of love from
technique (190).

Love without understanding is insipid, mere
romanticism. Understanding without love is what
characterizes our age, an age of so-called rational control
and technological advance which so often is insensitive.
The need for an integration of love and wisdom, expertise,
know-how is the urgent need of our time.
Lonergan spent his life trying to penetrate this
curious combination of knowing and loving, trying to enter
into and discern just what he could learn about the human
spirit. In the earliest stages of that quest, Lonergan was
preoccupied with the question, ':Just what is this knowhow?"; later in his career he turned to the question of how
what he learned about knowing related to loving. So he
has become known, even parodied, as the man concerned
with knowing what knowing is. In his search he discovered
the core of the human spirit.
Those who have been exposed to Lonergan's writings
can recite the formula, "Human knowing is experiencing,
understanding, and judging." The words certainly come
from Lonergan, but this formula sounds trite. It sounds
trite because it is detached from the most important of
Lonergan's discoveries, the discovery of what the spiritual
source of human consciousness is, namely, questioning,
inquiring, wondering. Our lives are permeated with
questions, literally hundreds of them each day. Questions
like:
''What did she mean by that?"
"How can I get this open?"
"How could this have happened?"
"Why did I say that?"
''Why won't the car start?"
'Will he say 'Yes'?"
''What was that sound?"
''Why did it turn so cold today?"
"How can I get over this feeling?"
"How can we ever have a just world?"
But we hardly notice how many questions we have, or
how influential they are in directing the things we do each
day. We've been so thoroughly trained to focus our
attentions elsewhere. For Lonergan, this woeful neglect of
our questioning is a symptom of the spiritual loss of our
time. More than anything else, the human spirit is the
spirit of inquiry, the spirit of wonder.
But not only are our lives blessed with this spirit of
wonder, we are also blessed, hundreds of times each day,
with answers to our questions. This is quite a marvelous
thing, really! Just stop and think about it. Despite the
unimaginable diversity of human questions, they're all
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alike in one respect. When we have a question, a problem,
an inquiry, we are in the funny state of being aware that we
are missing something; we know that we don't know
something. Genuine questions seek something, something
new, something unknown. But we don't yet know what;
otherwise we wouldn't have a question. And here's the
marvel: since we don't know what we're seeking, how do
we know when we've found it?
The key lies in the question itself. How do we know
when we've found the answer? When we think of
something and it makes our question stop bothering us;
when the tension of seeking shifts and is released into the
joy of discovery, when we go from the discomforting
awareness of ignorance to the solace of understanding and
comprehending. These thoughts, these acts of
understanding, which come as answers to our questions,
these Lonergan called "Insights." As I said we are gifted
with hundreds of answers to our questions, hundreds of
insights, each day, but we scarcely notice them. Lonergan
quipped that insights are so simple and obvious that they
"seem to merit the little attention they commonly receive"
(Lonergan, 1992; 3). They are sort of the Rodney
Dangerfields of human consciousness. Now if you were
Lonergan and you realized the injustice of this neglect,
what would you do? Well, he set about to rectify the
situation by composing a 748-page book entitled simply,
Insight.

So it was that Lonergan discovered that the heart of
human knowing consisted in answering questions. For
Lonergan, human authenticity is fidelity to one's
questions; it is not being satisfied until they are answered,
but rejoicing when they are. From his discovery of the
central importance of questioning to the human spirit,
Lonergan sought to explore the various dimensions
opened up by this discovery.
Since our questions arise out of experiences, our
experiencing forms the foundation, the first level in
human knowing. Experiences are what our questions ask
about. (For example, in a question like "What did that
mean?" the word, 'that,' refers to sounds heard but not yet
fully understood.) But while experiencing is the beginning
of human wisdom and know-how, it is just a beginning and
a meager one at that. We have the tendency to assume
that experiencing is the most important element in
knowledge; we show respect for the "person of great
experience." But Lonergan realized that unquestioned
experience yields a dilettante, not an expert. Experience
provides only a first level for the ascending, selftranscending, inquiring human spirit.
Next, Lonergan discovered that there are several
different sorts of questions which are correspondingly
answered in several different kinds of ways of thinking.
There are questions like what, why, how, who, when,
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where. These are searching for some new idea, a "direct"
insight. When you're reading a cartoon and you see a
light-bulb in the little balloon over a character's head, it's
supposed to mean he had a "direct" insight which solved
his problem. These direct insights, and the consequent
thoughts which express and communicate them, constitute
a "second level" of human consciousness or knowing.
In one of my classes I assign my students the task of
describing in detail a direct insight they've had, and I think
it might be helpful if I share what one young woman wrote:
She was decorating her dorm room. She had purchased
some new curtains, curtain rods and hanger brackets.
When she went to secure the hanger brackets, she
discovered the nail-holes from the previous occupant's
brackets were in the right locations, but were too wide.
Her nails kept falling out. The obvious solution-drive the
nails into new locations-was ruled out by a new dorm
policy which forbade any new mars in the walls, including
new nail holes, under penalty of a stiff fine. So, she had a
problem, a question: How to secure the brackets without
making new holes? As she stood on the step-stool
pondering the question, she noticed her roommate
wrapping a package; she saw the masking tape wound
around its roll, spiraling ever outward, and she had her
insight. She would wrap several coils of masking tape
around the nails until they fit snugly into the already
existing holes. And it worked!
What was new in the insight was not the fact that
wound tape spirals outward. What was new was the idea of
applying this fact to curtain-hanger nails, not the sort of
thing the average person on the street is thinking about all
the time. This is but one story of a direct insight and it
illustrates the otherwise unnoticed creativity of our human
spirit which is part and parcel of daily living. We not only
have insights into curtain rods and repairing things, but
also into the language we use; direct insights into what's
going on in our relationships with other people; into how
to meet an emergency bill; and direct insights into the
significance of domestic and international incidents for
our lives. The human spirit as wonder is ever leading us on
to more and more direct insights, and to ever fuller
completion and realization of ourselves as human
understanders in the process.
Of course more dramatic examples of this creativity
of human spirit are found in the great achievements of
scientific genius. Kepler had the direct insight that the
planetary orbits are not circular but elliptical. Kekule had
a dream of a snake biting its own tail, and had the insight
that benzene is a loop, not a chain, of molecules. When
she found that a uranium-containing substance known as
"pitchblende" showed more radioactivity than uranium
itself does, Marie Curie had the direct insight it must be
due to some new elements, which she named "polonium"
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and "radium". She became the first person to receive two
Nobel prizes, one for each insight. Einstein had the direct
insight that the terms, "space" and "time" were not
independent but related. And Lynn Margulis discovered
that the cells of our bodies themselves have evolved from
little communities of ancient bacteria. We can stop and
marvel at these achievements of insight; but we need to
also realize that the very essence of every human being's
spirit is this very same activity of insight in all walks of life.
These "direct" insights come from questions such as
what, why, how, where, who, when? But there is another
sort of question which our human spirit also raises. As
soon as my student had her insight, she asked, "But will it
work?" Scientific discoveries fill the wastebaskets of our
universities and research institutes because they fall afoul
of the simple question, "Are they correct?" As soon as any
of us has this marvelous experience of a new direct insight,
our spirit soberly prompts us to say, "Interesting, but is it
so?" Now these sorts of questions, and their corresponding
answers are quite different. For what, why and how
questions cannot adequately be answered "yes" or "no." (If
you ask, "What was that sound?" it is just silly to answer,
"yes.") On the other hand, "Is it so?", "Does it work?" and
"Is it correct?" can only be properly answered by either
"yes" or "no." So Lonergan realized that the spirit moves
us beyond the creative ideas of the second level onward
toward a third level of knowing, a level of wanting to know
if the ideas are correct. And the even more marvelous
thing is that we can also answer these sorts of questions.
Our answers to "Is it so?" questions come from another
kind of creative process on this third level-a process of
reflection and verification-which results in another kind
of insight, what Lonergan called a "reflective insight."
Reflective insights form the bases for our answers, our
judgments of fact: "Yes, it is correct." or "No, that's not how
it is."
We make judgments all the time, but it is exceedingly
difficult to figure out what is going on when we do this,
and why it works. This difficulty has led to a widespread
opinion in our day that judgments are impossible or, worse
yet, an outright evil. But the fact is that we do make
correct judgments every day, and again the key to doing so
lies in our questioning spirit. We know an "Is it so?"
question answered when there is a subtle shift from the
tension of the unanswered question to the gentle peace of
mind that comes when it has been. Unanswered questions
for reflection nag at us when we haven't answered them,
no matter how hard we try to brush away that nagging
feeling, or convince ourselves and others that we really
know what we're talking about.
While the process is subtle, and took Lonergan many
years to comprehend, the outline is simple: when we ask
about the correctness of a direct insight, we say in effect to
7

ourselves, "Now that would be true if only thus and so."
Figuring out the conditions under which something would
be so is another marvelous capacity of the human spirit.
Without yet knowing if our idea is correct, we can figure
out how to figure it out. So our reflective insights are
matters of putting the idea together with what it takes for it
to be correct. Again, let me offer an illustration, drawn
this time from Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes
story, 'The Adventure of the Dancing Men."
Holmes had been seated for some hours in silence with
his long, thin back curved over a chemical vessel in which
he was brewing a particularly malodorous product. His
head was sunk upon his breast, and he looked from my
point of view like a strange, lank bird, with dull gray
plumage and a black top-knot.
"So, Watson," said he, suddenly, "you do not propose to
invest in South Mrican securities?"
I gave a start of astonishment. Accustomed as I was to
Holmes's curious faculties, this sudden intrusion into my
most intimate thoughts was utterly inexplicable.
"How on earth do you know that?" I asked.
He wheeled round upon his stool, with a steaming testtube in his hand, and a gleam of amusement in his deep-set
eyes.
"Now, Watson, confess yourself utterly taken aback,"
said he.
"I am."
"I ought to make you sign a paper to that effect."
"Why?"
"Because in five minutes you will say that it is all so
absurdly simple."
"I am sure that I shall say nothing of the kind."
"You see, my dear Watson"-he propped his test-tube in
the rack and began to lecture with the air of a professor
addressing his class-"it is not really difficult to construct a
series of inferences, each dependent upon its predecessor
and each simple in itself. If, after doing so, one simply
knocks out all the central inferences and presents one's
audience with the starting-point and the conclusion, one
may produce a startling, though possibly a meretricious,
effect. Now, it was not really difficult, by inspection of the
groove between your left forefinger and thumb, to feel sure
that you did not propose to invest your small capital in the
gold fields."
"I see no connection."
"Very likely not; but I can quickly show you a close
connection. Here are the missing links of the very simple
chain: 1. You had chalk between your left finger and thumb
when you returned from the club last night. 2. You put
chalk there when you play billiards, to steady the cue. 3.
You never play billiards except with Thurston. 4. You told
me, four weeks ago, that Thurston had an option on some
South Mrican property which would expire in a month, and
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which he desired you to share with him. 5. Your check
book is locked in my drawer, and you have not asked for the
key. 6. You do not propose to invest your money in this
manner."
"How absurdly simple!'' I cried.
In this story, Sherlock Holmes once again confounds
Dr. Watson, and attributes it all to elementary logic. In
fact, however, it has nothing at all to do with logic, and is
far from elementary. Logic begins with axioms and
deduces conclusions. But the reflecting human spirit
begins with an insight which will subsequently become
something like a conclusion, and searches for conditions
under which it will be able it to grant its precious and
personal assent. This is what Holmes really did. It is the
marvelous, self-transcending work of a human spirit on the
third level reaching beyond itself in the creative process of
reflective insight and judgment.
We're still not through Lonergan's exploration of the
natural human spirit, for as he realized, the restlessness of
our spirit draws us ever onward. Knowing the facts of a
situation is not an end in itself. As soon as we have
reasoned to knowing the facts as they are, we naturally go
on to ask, "Should they be so?" Or we have insights about
how the known facts could be changed, and spontaneously
we go on to ask, "But would that be good?" Indeed, our
biggest question of all is, ''What am I to do in the face of
such knowledge?" Our human spirit again leads us on, this
time to something new, to what Lonergan called a "fourth
level" of human consciousness, to judgments of value
about the way things are, or could be, and beyond still
further to becoming responsible by acting in accord with
our judgments of value.
Now the process of arriving at unbiased value
judgments is very much like the complex process of
making judgments of fact. But Lonergan realized
something else was also involved. The whole realm of
feelings is intimately involved in both the process of value
reflection and value judgment. A telling illustration is
from psychotherapist Eugene Gendlin. Gendlin tells of a
man who felt a "knot in his stomach" after a plan he
developed was shot down at work. Following Gendlin's
instructions, the man tried to name the general feeling
about his situation. With some difficulty, the word
"inappropriate" popped into his mind, and his feelings
shifted. The word "inappropriate" indicated that he had
made the plan be his whole life, and experienced the plan's
failure as a failure of his life. The shift in feelings
simultaneously was a recognition of just what the value of
the plan was, and what the value of his life was. He felt the
value of each, and that they were quite different. It was a
tremendously freeing experience for him. Gendlin goes
on to say, that this man "never could have figured this out
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analytically.... If someone had asked him to think it
through, he might have answered that the plan made him
feel like the creative person he wanted to be" (19). But
thinking it through only on the first three le vels of
consciousness, without the addition of new, "shifted"
feelings, would not have adequately solved the value
problem he was experiencing. In general, tensions in our
feeling life are problems seeking new feeling-insights into
new values.
Intellectual patients frequently go out and read all
sorts of books about psychodynamics, and can often
analyse their hang-ups, sometimes with amazing accuracy.
But such an analysis does not change these patients. It is
just knowledge of the facts; it lacks the felt value
knowledge, the sense of urgency of one's plight, the felt joy
of how beautiful one's life is and could be. Likewise,
feelings about the world change when someone no longer
sees poverty filtered through the TV screen, but
encounters impoverished people personally. The same
sort of thing, in a less traumatic fashion, goes on in our
daily process of making value judgments and decisions.
This is not to say that for Lonergan "going with your
feelings" is where it's at. That glib slogan has been
responsible for altogether too much destruction of human
personality. Feelings are notoriously complex, entangled,
and subject to distortions and misdirections. The
processes of value reflection require feeling for the
adequate apprehension of value; but they also involve
"what," "why," "how" and "is it correct?" questions and
answers to check and balance those feelings. Real
questions of value and decision want something intelligent
to deliberate about; we want to do good, but we want to do
the most intelligent, creative and true good we possibly can
think of. The human spirit prompts feeling and critical
thought to work together in the making us be and do who
we are on this "fourth level" of human consciousness.
The highest of all our decisions, of course, are our
decisions to love and commit ourselves to others. Yet even
here the human spirit does not find rest. For it leads us to
constantly question the adequacy of our loving. Where
have we not been loving enough? Where have we held
back? Ultimately our spirit will not rest until our loving is a
boundless, unrestricted loving.
The human spirit, according to Lonergan then, is a
questing spirit, an ever fuller unfolding of human
personality, which rejoices in the rich world of experience,
but seeks to enrich that world by the addition of direct
insights which understand and make sense of it. Again,
beyond the many direct insights, the many ideas, we have,
our spirit seeks to add to some of them knowledge of their
truth. And beyond knowing what is so, our spirit wonders
how we should respond, and is dissatisfied with any
response which is less than good, valuable, worthwhile.
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Ultimately our human spirit leads us on to personal
commitment, self-donation, self-surrender in love. Our
spirit is ever moving us from what we now understand to
further understanding, from the limited amount we now
know for sure to more comprehensive wisdom; and from
the limited acts of loving toward the unrestricted loving
which is God.
The Divine Spirit and Its Mission
How did Lonergan become involved in this task of
discerning all these different dimensions of the human
spirit? In fact, it arose from a seemingly unrelated topic.
Early in his career, Lonergan became interested in what
Thomas Aquinas had to say about the divine Trinity. He
had been troubled by much of the Trinitarian theology he
had read-much of it purporting to be derived from
Aquinas himself-because it seemed to him such an
inadequate communication of a mystery so central to
Christianity. So he decided to see what Aquinas actually
had to say about this, and the results of his study, he said,
changed him utterly.
Like those before him, Aquinas acknowledged the
fact that the communal life of the Trinity was a mystery,
which cannot be known directly by human minds. But he
also held that this mystery can be known indirectly and
imperfectly, by way of analogy. The most famous such
analogy, perhaps, is that legend regarding St. Patrick and
the Shamrock: How can there be three persons in one
God? Just like there are three distinct leaves, but one
living plant.
Although St. Patrick's analogy has found a prominent
place in the hearts of Boston's religious as well as sports
life, it doesn't tell us very much about the Trinitarian life.
Aquinas, however, subscribed to the view of his
predecessor, Augustine, that the human mind is itself the
most perfect analogue of the divine Trinity, and that this is
at the heart of the verse from the book of Genesis.

God created the human in God's own image,
in the image of God, God created them,
male and female God created them. ( 1:27)

What better place to look for a glimmer of the
Trinity than in the very image and likeness of God set
within the depths of every man and every woman's very
being? In exploring the human mind, Augustine was
particularly struck with the fact that, prior to speech, we
form "a true word [that] is begotten when we say we know,
[and that] is most like the thing known" (483). In this
word-creating activity of the human mind, Augustine saw
the image and likeness of the begetting of the divine Word
within God.
In what S(!nst; is the "birth of a word" central to either
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humanity or divinity? During the Christmas season my
children and I volunteered to deliver packages to some
elderly people in our community. It quickly became
apparent to me that what these people wanted more than
any package, more than anything at all, was someone to
talk to. What they most wanted, and most lacked, was the
opportunity to tell their stories, the opportunity to tell
their life story, the opportunity for self-communication.
Self-communication reaches its perfection in Father, Word,
and Holy Spirit, where the self-expression of each is so full
and so complete that its very fullness constitutes the other
Divine persons.
It is because of the human mind's capacity to give
birth to a word of self-expression that Augustine took it as
the most perfect analogue of the Divine Trinity. What
Aquinas added was a more careful examination of what
human self-knowledge is, how it comes to self-expression,
and how to relate this finite analogue to the infinite Divine
mystery. But Aquinas expressed what he had to say in a
difficult, metaphysical terminology, which had generated
much dispute, and still does. Lonergan found that the
only way to "cut through the terminological jungle" and
the many different possible meanings was to go directly to
the facts of human consciousness themselves, and see if the
results of that exploration cast any light upon what
Aquinas said.
So, in order to understand Aquinas's understanding
of self-understanding, Lonergan found he had to
understand himself. What he found was inquiry and
insight. He found that it was not only the thing that
answered questions, but that also was the source of all selfcommunication. For when we tell others our ideas, we
simultaneously tell who we have become by the
enrichment of our expanded understandings, knowledge
and values.
Strangely enough, Lonergan discovered that, hidden
behind the obscurities of. his language, Aquinas himself
had also realized the importance of insight, and that the
scholars had astonishingly overlooked this crucial fact for
hundreds of years. Such self-understanding, Lonergan felt,
firmed the basis for a proper interpretation of Aquinas's
analogy of the Trinity: First, God is an Unrestricted Act of
Understanding, Insight in its purest and fullest.
Our subject has been the act of insight or understanding,
and God is the unrestricted act of understanding, the
eternal rapture glimpsed in every Archimedean cry of
Eureka!
(Lonergan, 1992;706)

While the cartoon light-bulb symbolizes our insights,
pure Light, radiant, dazzling and mysterious Light has
symbolized the brilliance of God's unrestricted intelligence
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in many of the world's religious traditions. Second, from
the Divine Unrestricted Act of Understanding, there
proceeds eternally the perfect self-expression of God, a
self-expression so perfect because grounded in a perfect
self-understanding, that the self-expression is itself another
person, the Word. And since our insights into values are
the basis of our own self-expression when we communicate
with care our judgments of value, so also the Word's very
being is the self-expression of the value, the unrestricted
goodness of God.
Finally, our deliberate decisions of commitment and
love flow out of the judgments of value we arrive at with
care. Analogously, the self-expression of the goodness of
God in the Word flows into an Unrestricted Act of Loving,
which so perfectly embraces the goodness of God that it is
God; it is the third person of the Divine Trinity, the Holy
Spirit.
So it was that in attempting to understand what
Aquinas thought about the Trinity, Lonergan came to
discover dimensions of the human spirit which had been
neglected for seven centuries. And in discovering these
dimensions of the human spirit, he also retrieved the
possibility of a profound contemplation of the mystery of
the Trinity.
This revitalized understanding of the Trinity led
Lonergan to think in new ways about how the intimate
relationships among the divine Persons form the basis of
their missions of redemption and transformation of the
human world. Ifwe can think, however imperfectly, of the
Holy Spirit as the Unrestricted Act of Loving which
perfectly and completely embraces the goodness of God,
this adds a new meaning to St. Paul's saying: "God's love
has been poured out into our hearts through the Holy
Spirit which has been given to us." (Rnmans 5:5) For the
Love of God is the very personhood of the Holy Spirit. The
Spirit's principal mission, therefore, is to bring God's own
unrestricted loving, the Spirit's very own being, into our
lives. What exactly happens when the divine Spirit enters
into the human Spirit?

Transformed Human Spirit: From Above Downward
Later in his career, Lonergan began to speak of the
"way from below upward and the way from above
downward . " Human consciousness in its natural and
spontaneous unfolding moves from experiencing to the
enrichments and fuller self-realization of understanding;
knowing, valuing and acting is a movement upward, toward
God. But there is also the movement of grace that begins
in God and moves downward to transform and heal human
spirits. Lonergan described that movement as one which
begins in religious experience, the experience of "being in
love in an unrestricted fashion, being in love with God"
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(Lonergan, 1992; 105). The religious experience of being
in love unrestrictedly comes, not as the product of
personal achievement, but as a gift from a source
transcendent to anything we can imagine or conceive. It is
experienced as a basic fulfillment of all our longing,
questioning, wondering and as long as it lasts, it brings "a
radical peace, a peace the world cannot give" (105).
Unrestricted being in love is God's love, and since God's
unrestricted love is God, this experience is the experience
of the gift of God's own self "poured out in our hearts" as
St. Paul puts it.
While this gift is a basic fulfillment to the whole of
human wonder and aspiration, it is still not complete
fulfillment. The experience of unrestricted being in love,
of God's abiding presence in our hearts, is not the same as
knowing what divine loving is. It is only experience, but
not yet understanding or judging or valuing or even a
decision to accept what is so experienced. It does not,
therefore, directly answer all our questions. Thus the
experience of unrestricted being in love is an experience
of mystery. It only reassures us that there are answers,
without providing the answers themselves.
The gift of unrestricted being in love has a dynamism
of its own. It can deepen and strengthen the light of
human wonder, it can lighten the fears and anxieties which
prevent us from confidently pursuing our questions. The
way in which it does so begins at the fourth level of
consciousness, and radiates downward through the human
spirit.
Lonergan discerned that the first effect of
unrestricted being in love upon human consciousness is a
transformation of our feelings, and therefore of our values
as well. The most evident fact is that when we're in love,
our feelings change; not just our feelings about our
beloved, but all kinds of feelings. Life seems more
precious, our daily tasks take on new meaning, and the
whole world sparkles.
When a man and a woman fall in love, the things
valued by the other take on special importance. First and
foremost, the value of our beloved is evident to us beyond
all argument. Friends and relatives can point out faults
and foibles, yet even when these are faced and
acknowledged objectively, we still say of our beloved, ''Yes,
that's all very true; but there is just something about her."
What is that something? You'd have to be in love with the
person to know it. We don't work out what the value of a
person is, and then soberly decide to love that person
because of the goodness we find in them; we first fall in
love, and through that being in love, have their deep and
mysterious goodness revealed to us. Falling in love isn't
something we accomplish; its something given from
beyond ourselves. Through falling in love with someone,
we gain a glimpse of how God judges their value as a
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person-what the very core value of that person as such is.
But besides that core value of the person revealed
through being in love, we also spontaneously come to
value things about our beloved. We become determined
to please her parents, relatives and friends, though the
difficulties of doing so can soon make us discouraged.
Where our defenses aren't too strong, we accompany them
to weird concerts and sporting events with all the
enthusiasm of a new convert. We value what they value
because the values are theirs and we love them.
This transformation of values through falling in love
also shows up in the story of Giovanna, the homeless little
Italian girl. One of the first things Ann Cornelisen did for
Giovanna was to wash her.
Her hair was long and matted, her clothes stank ...
We went off to the bathroom for our session with DDT,
scissors and soap. Giovanna radiated joy like the heat
from an electric fire . She did not complain about the
DDT that stung her scalp and got in her eyes. Combing
the snarls was fun ... that little girl had never had so much
attention, so much love spent on her in her life. We could
have cut off her leg so long as we did something for her
and to her. When it was over and she was deloused, cut,
washed, combed and more or less dry, she said her first
word: "When can we wash it again?' (Haughton, 189)

In subsequent weeks Giovanna could be found
washing her hair in the village fountain. What's the point?
The human love she experienced from Cornelisen affected
Giovanna's values. She loved what Cornelisen valued. If
Cornelisen valued being clean, then so did Giovanna. Yet
this didn't happen in a particularly thought-out way. Being
loved simply flowed into the new ways she felt about being
clean. This transformation of feelings through falling in
love isn't unique to Giovanna or to young lovers; it
happens to all sorts of people, of all ages and
circumstances and in unpredictable ways. When the falling
in love is unrestricted, this is the mission of the Holy Spirit.
The Divine Spirit's movements in our hearts leaves Its
traces in the movements in our feelings, sometimes very
subtle movements. The various techniques of spiritual
direction and discernment endeavor to facilitate and focus
attention upon these subtle shifts in our feelings as signs of
the direction in which the Holy Spirit is leading us.
When the One with whom we fall in love is God,
when we fall in love in an unrestricted fashion, at least
potentially everything about God is beloved; and that
means the whole universe, the whole of humanity, living,
deceased and to come, because all creation is of value to
our Beloved God. God's gift of grace, of being in love
without bound or limit, initiates a process where one's
transformed values prompt a loving decision, a response to
11

the gift, to do something about these new senses of value.
They give one the confidence to acknowledge facts one
had previously avoided, including the facts of one's own
failings. The whole personal transformation fires and
strengthens one's resolve to understand what is responsible
for the facts and try to discover intelligent alternatives.
It is in their devotion to trying to get new insights
into alternatives that are truly intelligent that both
Lonergan and Haughton were most concerned. Lonergan
himself devoted his life to the search for insights, not only
in philosophy and theology, but also in economics where
he spent 40 years working out an intelligent basis for an
alternative to the injustices of capitalism and socialism as
we know them. It is in this discernment of how the Spirit
transforms our spirit, we can see the possibility of what
Haughton said: when we truly love, we become devoted to
getting the best and truest insights we can as to how prayer
works, how the human psyche works, how an economy
works.
There has been, I believe, a profoundly ambiguous
tendency on these issues in the legacy of Christianity. On
the one hand, Christianity affirms the goodness of nature,
of the created order, and the goodness of "natural light of
reason" in its explorations and endeavors to understand
that order. On the other hand, there is also strong
suspicion of intellectual ideas. In trying to protect the
central belief that we cannot save ourselves, we seem to
have become inadvertently dedicated to expecting God do
it all alone. Lonergan saw the need, and a possible way, to
understand how the two come together. The gift of
unrestricted being in love is not of our own doing; it is
from God, and only God could give such a love. But that
love develops as it ought, only to the extent that we
experience God's love for the goodness of human inquiry
and insight, and devote ourselves to seeking them .
Otherwise we become entrapped in false dilemmasbetween capitalism and socialism, pacifism and just war,
liberalism and conservatism, science and art-which in no
way answer the questing of our wondering spirit.
Finally, the heightened and calmer understanding
opens one's experiencing up to more careful attention to
experiences-to notice the little things and what they
contribute to the whole world of living and loving.
Of course, when we do fall in love with God, we do
so from the standpoint of one who has already been
gravely wounded. All too often, these emotional and
intellectual injuries can overwhelm the call of love, and
make us draw back from the expansive invitation to total,
personal transformation. Earlier I quoted Rosemary
Haughton as saying that "the most successful anti-love
device of our culture" has been the separation of love and
reason. In our world reason and emotion have been
sharply distinguished. However noble the values of
religion, no matter how uplifting the aspirations and

feelings of art and nature, one has to "face facts as they are
and be reasonable." "It would be nice," many say, "to live
in peace and love; but be reasonable and face facts.
Human nature is selfish and that cannot be changed. The
reasonable thing to do is make one's accommodations to
this fact."
One of Lonergan's great services, it seems to me, has
been to discover that in fact love and reason have a natural
unity in the human spirit. Lonergan placed an extremely
high value upon reason; but for him reason meant raising
questions about our experiences and answering them with
direct insights; and going on to raise questions about our
insights and answering them carefully with judgments of
fact. Yet, by the very fact that reason is moved and grows
though our questioning, so also it is not an end in itself.
Once we have reasoned to knowing facts as they are, we go
on to ask about the value of the facts remaining as they are,
and what we are to do in the face of such knowledge.
So the same inquiring spirit which leads reason to
knowledge, also leads reason beyond knowledge of facts to
knowledge of value where feelings become indispensable.
Indeed this very movement which begins in reason
naturally moves onward to questions for decisions of
commitment, decisions of loving and decisions of
unrestricted loving. On the other hand, the emotional
experience of being in love in an unrestricted fashion,
which forms the core of any religion, will add to the
natural, inquisitive wondering of the human spirit a
deepened and loving commitment to pursue questions and
dissolve barriers to answering questions. So emotion and
religion, when understood as Lonergan came to
understand them, play a role in the natural completion of
reason; and feeling and religion fire and liberate reason to
a more deeply committed and unrestricted quest for
knowing. Lonergan's work may, therefore, open up in an
intelligible way the nature of the encoutner between the
divine Spirit and the human spirit. The task that remains
is to understand better all the complex multitude of things
which are necessary to allow this encounter to unfold. 0
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"SPECIAL PROVIDENCE IN THE FALL OF A
SPARROW": THE RHETORIC OF RELIGIOUS HOPE IN
HAMLET
Daniel L. Wright

Many scholarly readings over the years have
suggested that Hamlet is a play governed by existential
despair and the loss of religious hope. Among some of the
more notable exponents of these views are Sunil Sakar,
Walter King and Thomas McFarland. However, a careful
reading of Hamlet reveals, especially in the person of the
young tragic protagonist, profound religious conviction
and faith.
A1> Sister Miriam Joseph has demonstrated, this
play is immersed in Christian imagery and sensibilities.
Indeed, she declares Hamlet to be "a Christian hero [who,
however, fails] to measure up to the heroic Christian virtue
demanded of him by the moral situation ... " (119). Yet,
Hamlet, perhaps more significantly, is a play given less to
the exaltation of a Christian hero than to a distinctive
affirmation of Christian Providence, for the rhetoric of the
play is ornamented by precepts of Catholic faith and
evocative of hope in the midst of melancholy apprehension
about the many apparently "stale, flat, and unprofitable ...
uses of this world" (I.ii.l33-34). Far from being the
revelation of a world empty of meaning and purpose,
Hamlet offers us a vision of a divine beneficence that guides
the world and shapes human destiny-the work of the deus
absconditus that is concealed beneath the impenetrability of
its own mystery and shrouded in inscrutability as a
consequence of human sin which, because such sin turns
our gaze inward, distracts that sight which only can see by
faith.

Daniel Wright teaches English at Concordia College, Portland,
Oregon.
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Allusions to the promises of the Gospel and the
power of God to triumph over evil saturate the play.
Hamlet's father, one will recall, though he dies "in the
blossoms of [his] sin," unconfessed, and is "sent to [his]
account I With all [his] imperfections on [his] head"
(l.v.76, 78-79), yet possesses the hope of heaven for he
walks in purgatorial fire (I.v.ll-13). Even Marcellus'
famous lament that "Something is rotten in the state of
Denmark" (l.iv.89) is rejoined by Horatio's confident
affirmation that though the state suffers, yet "Heaven will
direct it" (I.iv.90).
Shakespeare, in Hamlet, manifestly wishes to
illustrate that lively, Christocentric dimension of faith
which theologians refer to as fides qua creditur (as
distinguished from fides quae creditur, that mere assent to
the fact of divine revelation absent the quality of fiducia,
the trusting obedience which proceeds from a complete
surrender to God); it is this faith which animates the will of
the young prince in a world twisted and broken by
fratricide, adultery, incest, and all manner of wickedness
and deceit. In the kingdom of Denmark and in the royal
castle of Elsinore, where it would appear that all justice and
hope of right order have dissipated under the reign of the
depraved Claudius, Shakespeare, in Hamlet, offers us a
young man who, though assaulted by a malignant evil and
tempted to despair, yet can say that in all things heaven is
ordinant (V.ii.48).
Elsinore, furthermore, is less meant to be seen by
us as an actual place in Denmark than as a Shakespearean
reconfiguration of Biblical garden mythology. Dark,
cavernous and sterile, a haven for the dead and dying,
shrouded in mists through which no one can clearly see,
Elsinore is an inverted, corrupted Eden: a cold, dark and
desolate abode of former splendor, created once for a
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privileged and favored people who, by their indulgence of
greed and lust, breached a sacred covenant and fell into
dissolution and wild abandon. Yet, over this collapse into
ruin (which the natural world, by many signs, confirms)
presides a redemptive will that would scourge the evil of
this fallen world by the ministrations and sacrificial death
of a son born to royal purpose and commissioned by
supernatural power (III.iv.173-75).
During the course of the play, Hamlet and others,
contrary to Existentialist interpretations of their characters,
provide scant evidence that they believe the universe to be
a silent, meaningless void; indeed, they often acknowledge
Heaven, Hell and Purgatory; they invoke the protection of
angels and saints; they profess Catholic truths as a matter of
course, and their general experience and points of view are
shaped by a distinctive, Christian awareness. In Hamlet and
Laertes, personal pieties that confirm the importance of
retaining an unblemished state of religious faith are
especially evident; one recalls, for example, Hamlet's
hesitancy to attack the king while the sovereign prays
(III .iii. 73-96) and Laertes' confident rebuke of the priest
who refuses Ophelia burial in sanctified earth: "A
minist'ring angel shall my sister be I When thou liest
howling" (V.i.241-42). Maynard Mack is therefore mistaken
in his contention that Hamlet's is a world "where
uncertainties are of the essence " (507). Hamlet's world is a
world in turmoil, but it is a world which clearly is under the
purposeful direction of Providence.
The guidance of Heaven over the persons and
affairs of the kingdom does not preclude Shakespeare's
acknowledgement, however, through Hamlet, of
humanity's free and rebellious will. Indeed, Hamlet
summarizes the Catholic doctrine that man possesses a
measure of personal autonomy and freedom over himself
(dominum super actus suos) while yet remaining subject to
other laws, both divine and natural. As he explains to his
friend and fellow student, Horatio, 'There is a divinity that
shapes our ends I Rough-hew them how we will-" (V.ii.10ll). Man, therefore, is free, but his personal freedom is
always in the service of God's redemptive purpose. Or, as
Milton expresses the idea in Paradise Lost with reference to
Satan's deluded notion of ungoverned personal
sovereignty within the confines of Hell:
So stretched out huge in the length the arch-fiend lay
Chained on the burning lake; nor ever thence
Had risen or heaved his head, but that the will
And high permission of all ruling Heaven
Left him at large to his own dark designs,
That . .. enraged [he] might see
How all his malice served but to bring forth
Infinite goodness, grace, and mercy shown
On man by him seduced .... (1.209-14, 216-19)
In confirmation of his conviction that all temporal
affairs are under the direction and governance of the
Almighty, Hamlet, near the end of the play, declares his

trust in the future, although he possibly, and Horatio
certainly, fear that Claudius' invitation of Hamlet to a
fencing match is just a pretense for the occasion of
Hamlet's assassination. Not filled with hopeless resignation
or indifferent fatalism, Hamlet reminds Horatio of that
divinely-ordained future over which no man can work his
will in defiance of the purposes of Heaven: "There is a
special providence in the fall of a sparrow. If it be now, 'tis
not to come; if it be not to come, it will be now; if it be not
now, yet it will come-the readiness is all. Since no man, of
aught he leaves, knows what is't to leave betimes, let be"
(V.ii.219-24).
Critics who dissent from those readings of Hamlet
that identify Christian faith as the definitive attitude of the
young prince may point to other passages or soliloquies
which suggest otherwise. Certainly, Hamlet's famous 'To
be or not to be" meditation on death might be argued as
an example of Hamlet's despondency, and his soliloquy,
"0 that this too too sallied flesh would melt" might well be
offered as an example of near-suicidal grief. Other
examples proliferate. Still, it is important to see the context
of faith from within which these occasional ejaculations of
gloom and melancholy spring, for as the prophet Amos
declares, "The day of the Lord .. . is darkness and not
light" (5:18), and there is no faith-including that which
Shakespeare imputes to Hamlet-which is not sometimes
assailed by doubt and clouded with the darkness of
morbidity and uncertainty. Hamlet's morose temperament
is the consequence of his almost unendurable suffering
and sometime imperfect faith, but in no sense is it
reflective of faith forsaken, rejected, or denied.
Reinhold Niebuhr, the great neo-orthodox
expositor of the Christian faith, may have had in mind
Hamlet-or someone like him-when, in Faith and History,
he wrote that faith, in part, is our courage to acknowledge
the tragic dimensions of life when we otherwise are
tempted to regard life as meaningless (162). If faith,
indeed, is walking the way of the Cross in the darkness of
the unknown while yet possessing the confident hope that
our way into the light is to be found through the darkness, it
then is difficult for us to imagine many individuals more
humble and accepting of a fearful destiny than Hamlet. He
may not be the consummate dramatization of the Christfigure in Elizabethan literature, but Christian he is, and his
willingness to cast aside ego, empty himself of self-concern,
and stride into the valley of the shadow of death in the
confident hope that he thereby shall become the
instrument of the divine purpose reveals Hamlet to be a
character secure in the assurance that, whatever his fate,
his Lord is with him; he certainly is anything but a frail and
effete shadow of a man without hope, lost in labyrinthine
mazes of indecision and despair. Hamlet, therefore, is a
profound example of faith to all who hear their own
sometime agonies of doubt echoed in Hamlet's trepidation
and in St. Mark's account of the acclamation by the
anguished father of the epileptic boy: "Lord, I believe.
Help thou my unbelief' (9:24).
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Hamlet may be suffused with an apparent tone of
resignation, distraction and loss, but melancholy and
hesitation are but the instruments of the plot, not its
engine. If Hamlet appears at first reading to be a play
composed in defiance, ignorance, or at least in indifferent
opposition to the Christian Gospel, subsequent and more
careful readings may disabuse the reader of such
conclusions. Hamlet's faith, as it is demonstrated in the
play, is secure, if occasionally weak; the prince's hope is
steadfast; his trust is complete. Would that we finally might
be as resolute as he, that in times of personal crisis we
might say with Hamlet to the representatives of a
disbelieving world, vainly confident in the empty promises
of their false gods: ''There are more things in heaven and
earth ... I Than are dreamt of in your philosophy"
(I.v.l66-67). 0
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Sunday, 6:15p.m.
''Hold fast till I come. .. "Revelation 2:25

Trains collide.
Through speeding windows they unfold
in flickering frames: a student going back
to study for exams, the salesman practicing
his pitch, a couple dozing on each other,
a young man, taste of lover on his lips,
safe behind drab shatter-proof glass,
the freight train bunching black
at a siding, the surrounding air
not yet sucked into brakes.

Let us stop them from melting into puddles,
ice them like the ship
frozen on a sea of glass, the men savoring
their slow dissolution, holding fast
to the cold that numbs them into warmth,
six-winged angels hailing them
with golden candlesticks, their flames
melting wax to stalagmite snow columns,
blankets and cots riding the star-crossed air,
their contortions stretched, glorified
luminous at the crystal horizon.

Jean Hollander
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A WORD FOR TODAY:
COMMENCING INTO THE WORLD
Craig B. Anderson

In the name of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
We gather this afternoon in the spirit of this season of
Advent with an expectation and anticipation of that which
is to come, the very meaning of Advent itself. Through
rehearsing Our Lord's coming some two thousand years
ago to a manger in Bethlehem, we await with joy his second
appearing. We also gather in the spirit of what Pastor and
Professor Senne shared earlier this morning in his
exceptional sermon, which posed the question to all new
graduates, "Who are you?" In what follows I would like to
extend that question by asking, "Whose are you?" and
"Whither goest thou?"
President Harre, members of the faculty, staff,
student body, parents, friends and distinguished graduates:
Roughly contemporaneous with my graduation from
Valparaiso University some thirty years ago was the release
of a movie entitled "The Graduate." The movie,
considered by some as a classic of sorts, starred Dustin
Hoffman as a young college graduate ready to embark on
his particular version of the American dream. One scene
in the movie was particularly memorable for me. At a
graduation party, an old friend of the family approached
the young graduate and offered counsel regarding the
future. Placing his arm around the graduate's shoulder he
said, 'Just remember one word: plastics." The graduate
responded "Plastics?" and the family friend emphatically
reiterated, "Plastics!"

The Right Reverend Craig B. Anderson graduated from VU
in 1965. Since that time he has worked in business, taken a
seminary degree, served parishes in several states, and been the
Episcopal Bishop of South Dakota. He has recently been appointed
to be President and Dean of The General Theological Seminary of
the Episcopal Church in New York City. He delivered this address
at the 1993 VU December Commencement, at which occasion he
also accepted an honorary doctorate from his alma mater.
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The advice "plastics" was somewhat obvious while, at
the same time, a rather brilliant business forecast given the
history of plastics in the marketplace over the last thirty
years.
I share this vignette as a family friend, an alumnus, in
sharing with you one word that I think will have similar and
significant importance to us in the decades to come. I
suspect that what I shall share is as obvious as was "plastics"
in the 1960s, but perhaps only somewhat.
The word is "globalization." Globalization as a
phenomenon, movement, ideology, consciousness and
process that is influencing almost every aspect of our life.
In addressing these aspects of globalization, I want to avoid
a charge often leveled at bishops of the Church: that
generally speaking, bishops are generally speaking. In an
attempt to be specific I would like to share three elements
of globalization, or "internationalization" as President
Harre has termed it, with you through three recent
personal incidents. It is my intuition that these aspects
might well be important to each of you as recipients of a
Bachelor of Arts or Sciences degree, Doctors of
Jurisprudence or Masters of a particular discipline.
Important in that you will in all probability find yourself
engaged in globalization. In doing so I ask your indulgence
in allowing me to reminisce a bit about my own experience
here at Valparaiso University.
My first observation is that the phenomenon of
globalization invites us to a renewed consideration of the
importance of interdependence, inter-relatedness and
cooperation in the face of a new conservativism that tends
toward isolationism, unhealthy national self-interest and a
culture of wide narcissism. Last year, I was honored to have
the opportunity as a Mershon Fellow at The Ohio State
University to participate with persons from other academic
disciplines in analyzing issues related to the formation of
public policy. A highlight of the year was serving on a panel
with Oscar Arias Sanchez and Henry Kissinger and HansThe Cresset

Dietrich Genscher. Along with other panelists from the
varied disciplines of political theory, economics,
philosophy, and the behavioral sciences, we were asked to
consider the topic, "The future of democracy."
Dr. Henry Kissinger spoke from the perspective of his
experience in American foreign policy. His observations
were supplemented by Hans-Dietrich Genscher's call for a
United Europe in the face of the collapse and
fragmentation of the Soviet Union. These "two First World
views" were challenged by Oscar Arias Sanchez in his
prophetic appeal for an awareness of developing nations as
a primary ingredient in any attempt at a more
comprehensive way of looking at national and global policy
making.
Two memorable quotations regarding "globalization"
remain with me from the conference. The first was a
statement made by Henry Kissinger in response to a
question regarding what the nature of our involvement
ought to be, given the many and varied crises the United
Nations has and will be called to address. In establishing
certain criteria and priorities to guide U.N. intervention,
Dr. Kissinger said that we must "learn to distinguish the
important from the urgent." He stressed the need to move
beyond kneejerk reaction born of self-interest in its many
political and military forms to a more thoughtful and
comprehensive policy informed by global interest and the
common good. This notion was picked up by members of
the panel as we reflected on the importance of global
cooperation given the increasing realization that we are
indeed a "global village." Reinforcing this notion was a
statement made by Oscar Arias Sanchez. In commenting
on the future of democracy from the vantage point of
Third World nations, Arias stated that "the future of
democracy is dependent upon the destiny of the destitute."
Arias invited a fresh appraisal of global economics, politics
and human rights as measured by the criterion of the least
and not the greatest of the nations.
It strikes me that Dr. Kissinger's notion of the
"important" and Arias' criterion of the "destiny of the
destitute" might well inform our current discussions with
regard to NAFTA, the North American Free Trade
Agreement and GATT, the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade. Such distinctions might also guide our attempts
to craft a global environment ethic coupled with the
United Nations role as a "peace keeper" and "peace maker"
in this emerging New World Order. The destiny of our
globe requires distinguishing the important from the
urgent with the realization and call to transcend partisan
and narrowly-focused national self-interest. Such
discernment also calls the churches, in their commitment
to justice and righteousness , to a new awareness of
ecumenism and inter-faith dialogue as an "important"
necessity and not simply a polite or convenient option or
interest. Furthermore, to invite the church to reclaim its
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role as a mediating agency between the destitute and the
mega-structures of government that are called to serve and
not be served by the people.
A second incident has aided my understanding of
globalization, not only as a movement and ideology
informing politics and public policy but also a new
consciousness quickening our conscience. Two and a half
years ago, I was asked by the Archbishop of Canterbury to
represent the Episcopal Church at a worldwide gathering
of Anglicans in response to the World Council of Churches
Ecumenical Decade: Churches in Solidarity with Women,
which was in turn as response to the United Nations
Decade in support of Women. I travelled to Salvador,
Bahia, Brazil, to be a part of a gathering of women and
men from around the globe to engage in dialogue on a
variety of issues. The encounter considered positive
suggestions for reform in the area of economic
development, social justice, children's rights, ecological
concerns, violence against women and children and the
particular role of women in bringing about such needed
change. While womanist, feminist and liberation ideology
and theology informed much of the discussion as might be
expected, I was struck by the fact that the deliberations
resisted a reduction to any one ideology or singular
strategy in considering creative solutions. The time was
marked by an open sharing of suggested correctives and
on-going admissions of guilt and sorrow as well as calls for
reform. A deep sense of commitment to international
cooperation in working for and with one another on the
various issues that were examined characterized the
conversations. Significant time was spent visiting the favelas,
home of the "destitute" in Brazil, and experiencing the
conditions of the "forgotten ones."
Third, globalization as a "process." My own awareness
of this aspect of globalization as a process of healing came
from what might consider an unlikely context and
experience: my serving as the Bishop of the Diocese of
South Dakota for eight and a half years. A diocese within a
state where nine of the twenty-five poorest counties in the
United States can be found-those counties comprising
Indian reservation lands. A diocese where 75 of the 120
Episcopal churches in South Dakota are on the
reservations of the Great Sioux Nation. Faced with poverty,
institutional racism, a silent apartheid-a defeated and
dependent sovereignty within our own country taught me
important lessons about globalization, the "important" and
the "destitute." The Lakota, which translates as "allies," live
globalization by inhabiting two worlds, the Third World of
the reservation and the Super Power of the United States,
through accumulation that has brought with it both the
best and the worst of American culture. Efforts toward selfdetermination presuppose the experience of
accommodation and respect of other cultures and values
by the Lakota people. Reverence, obligation and a sense of
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the priority of the other over self-interest coupled with the
virtue of generosity, in measuring one's greatness as a
result of how much one can give rather than accumulate,
provide an ethical foundation for globalization as a process
of reconciliation leading to healing. A deep sense of
harmony and relatedness as descriptive of all religious
practice and an acceptance of limit as definitive of human
existence, are additional elements suggestive of
globalization as a mode-of-being-with-the-other in
recognition that human being is by nature a communal
being. Such community is the basis for communion and is
inseparable from the root meaning of religion, from the
Latin religio meaning to be woven or bound together. Said
differently, salvation and redemption are not the private
possession of an individual but refer to how we live the gift
of divine grace between and with one another.
Last year, it was my privilege to come back to
Valparaiso University and offer a different perspective on
the 500th anniversary of the so-called "discovery of
America" by Columbus. American Indians and Alaska
natives celebrated their 500th year of survival. That
opportunity and experience brings me to a concluding
observation in the form of a realization and expression of
gratitude to this University with regard to globalization.
First, the realization as to how much Valparaiso
University and its commitment to global concerns has
shaped my vocation and ministry. Upon arriving at Valpo
as a very young seventeen year old from Southern
California, I recall being introduced and in vi ted to
participate in new worlds. Through courses in history,
economics, geology and biology-to explore the interrelatedness of worlds past and present. Through courses in
English, philosophy, art, psychology and religion-to enter
new worlds through imagination with the challenge to look
beneath and beyond the obvious. Challenge, care and
nurture from those who professed these disciplinesProfessors Boyd, Tuttle, Lutze, Keller, Bauer, Bloom, Rast,
Hoffman, Friedrich, Caemmerer, Foster, Kallay, Reidel,
Scheimann, Bertram, Korby, Baepler, Kussrow- to name
but a few. A realization and awareness of how these guides
and mentors introduced me to new worlds and challenged
the provincialism, parochialism and assumptions which
constituted my then-known world.
Second, a related and belated profound sense of
gratitude for the openness and intellectual rigor that
characterized this University and those who shaped and
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introduced me to new worlds that continue to inform my
understanding of globalization. Although some of the
names and faces have changed, I know that you, as
graduates, have received the same gift in the course of your
studies here. These gifts will serve you weli as you take on
roles of leadership in business, law, medicine, ministry,
government and other fields of endeavor that inform the
professions and vocations that you will practice. I suspect
that you have been sufficiently trained in terms of technical
competence. I know, if your experience in any way
approximates mine, that, more importantly, you have been
educated; educated to appreciate and embody the
accumulated wisdom of the past without being captive to it;
educated to discern and sift the best of contemporary
knowledge without being enamored by any one passing fad
or ideological movement; educated to not only welcome
the future with an openness and care but also to participate
in contributing to creating new worlds that will further
define and refine globalization.
Whenever I travel, I make it a point to take home
some small gift for my children. On my last visit to Valpo, I
purchased a tee-shirt at the book store that. perhaps
summarizes best what I have been trying to say in
acknowledging my debt to this University and those who
have graced its halls of learning in contributing to global
awareness and commitment. The tee-shirt depicts the flags
of various nations throughout the world-now a bit dated!
The saying on the tee-shirt reads, ''Valparaiso University:
the world is our campus." As new graduates of this beloved
and sacred space and place, I charge you to carry that
awareness and gratitude with you in embodying
globalization as a way of honoring your Alma Mater.
It is in that spirit that I conclude with a greeting from
the Lakota culture that is used to begin and conclude all
formal addresses be they sermons, political speeches or
tribal addresses. The greeting is an invitation, a reminder
and a creed expressing who and whose we are as God's
people and perhaps best expresses the transcendent and
sacred dimension of globalization. Mi taku ye owasin.
Translated, it means "we are all related," "we are all
relatives." My brothers and sisters in God, remember,
respect and honor your global relatives as you depart from
this place.
Amen. 0
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Letter
from Cambridge
Thomas D. Kennedy

No one should have been surprised that hot and sunny day in midJuly when President Clinton decisively
embraced Germany and the world
leader who most reminds Clinton of
sumo wrestlers, Helmut Kohl, in a new
"special relationship." With that
embrace Clinton implicitly announced
the end of the old "special relationship" between the U .S. and Britain .
President Clinton is perhaps most
decisive when it comes to special relationships, and although many a relationship is formed or dissolved under
the influence of a sweltering summer
sun-and Europe has sweltered this
summer-the new "special relationship" between the US and Germany is
Tom Kennedy is Book Review Editor of
The Cresset, Director of the VU Overseas
Study Center in Camlrridge, and a professor
ofphilosophy at VU. The interests expressed
in this letter in Britain, students, and
English ale are all genuine, so Jar as the
Editor is aware.
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unlikely to be so fickle and short-lived.
Writing off President Clinton's new
relationship with Germany as merely
the result of sun-induced longings for
Helmut Kohl is no more plausible
than to suppose that the long-standing
special relationship between the
United States and Britain was based on
nothing more thanthe mutual narcissism of Ronald Reagan and Margaret
Thatcher, or their shadow images
George Bush and John Major. No,
President Clinton is betting on the
leadership of Germany, not Britain, in
the new Europe. It is hard to imagine a
safer bet.
President Clinton has little in
common with Prime Minister John
Major; he is glossy, an agile public
presence with a tongue as nimble as
former President Reagan's eyes. John
Major, on the other hand, just is grey,
or better, a sort of washed out white, a
stereotypical English civil servant.
While one might justifiably be suspicious of President Clinton, one must
strain to notice Major, so well does he
blend into the woodwork. But this is
to miss the point, for the special relationship between Britain and the US
was not a special relationship between
political personalities, the leaders of
the two nations. Were that so, Clinton
would have been well-advised to be
patient, for the nearest thing to a Bill
Clinton clone that Britain can produce, Labour Leader Tony Blair, is
waiting in the wings, almost sure to be
elected prime minister while Clinton is
still President.
No, Clinton's announcement of
the new special relationship between
the US and Germany was a public
recognition that Britain is a bit player

in the new world order, not a world
power, not even a major European
power. And Clinton is tying American
interests to the strong, not the formerly strong.
It is hard to know what to make of
the communitarian rhetoric of the
Clinton administration in light of the
new distancing of the US from Britain.
The strength of communitarianism, as
one Clinton appointee, philosopher
William Galston, has recognized, is its
recognition that there is no "unencumbered self," that individuals are
embedded in stories with other characters and that to fail to acknowledge
this interconnectedness, to attempt to
remove the facts of embeddedness
from the consideration of one's
actions, is a dreadful mistake.
But the dissolution of the "special relationship" between the US and Britain
reads so like the main tenet of liberal,
as opposed to communitarian thought;
that the US, regardless of its past history, can choose willy-nilly with whom it
will be specially related in the future,
that the ties of history are as thin as
paper, and can be cut safely and with
no lasting harm to one's identity, this
does not square easily with communitarianism. America can now safely forget, President Clinton seems to
believe, the American evolution from
Britain, and the extensive and complicated connections between the two
nations from that time through the
alliances of this century's world wars
(and the footprints of these two players particularly in the on-going conflicts in the Middle East and in Mrica).
I'm not sure exactly what a communitarian foreign policy would look like. I
am certain that to end the "special
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relationship" with Britain and to initiate a new "special relationship" with
Germany is neither communitarian
nor morally wise, even though the
impact of the divorce upon either
Britain or the US is unlikely to be
noticed. To forget who we have been,
and as a nation that has been defined
first and foremost by reference to
Britain, is to lose a sense of who we are
and to leave ourselves with a most
unstable basis for the formation of
who we will be.
It would be easy at this point, and
not inappropriate, to segue into a discussion of this American collective forgetfulness and how American colleges
and universities, unlike the medieval
universities which both preserved and
extended the Greek and Christian traditions of learning and art, are among
the greatest rogues and culprits in
encouraging and hastening the loss of
American memory and identity. But I
write from a city whose very fabric daily
reminds one of one's connectedness to
a rich and sometimes wise past, so such
a segue now is neither pleasant nor
easy.
I find myself, in fact, a grateful
director of an overseas study program
I might have been hard-pressed to support on either personal or theoretical
grounds had I been on the faculty
some thirty years ago at the program's
birth. My heritage is Scottish and not
Lutheran. My heart remains in the
north; a study program in St. Andrews
or Glasgow would be more to my personal tastes than Cambridge. On
what grounds, in the mid-60s, could a
midwestern Lutheran university establish a study program (thus, a special
relationship) in Cambridge? One
might appeal to a Lutheran connection and, though one would have to be
well-read in English church history to
say much about this connection,
apparently Cambridge was something
of a hot bed of Lutheranism in the sixteenth century. It has not remained
so; almost all my Anglican acquain20

tances are a bit bemused when they
learn of the presence of a Lutheran
denomination in England. The
Lutheran connection in the mid-sixties
to this day is that denomination, the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in
England, with its seminary, Westfield
House, and now its headquarters here
in Cambridge. Like Valparaiso
University, the Evangelical Lutheran
Church has had a long and mysterious
relationship with the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod, the exact
character of the relationship, and not
its grounds, the mystery. A Lutheran
presence in Cambridge might been a
good enough reason for establishing
the program in the sixties, though
Heidelberg or Tiibingen would have
been better places yet on those
grounds.
But the other argument for a
study program in Cambridge surely
must have been spoken-one of the
world's greatest universities is here and
the benefits to Valparaiso University
students of looking over the shoulders
of Cambridge University students
could be significant. To establish a
study program in one of the world's
great centers of learning should tell all
our students something about how we
understand our mission at V.U. We
are a university as universities have traditonally been understood.
In a few short weeks C-54 (the
fifty-fourth semester of Valparaiso students to study in Cambridge) will
arrive here to continue the special
relationship between Valparaiso
University, the city of Cambridge, the
various members of the Cambridge
University community, Westfield
House, and the Evangelical Lutheran
Church of England. Having met
many of the alumni of the program as
they have passed through in recent
months, there is no doubt in my mind
that a special relationship with
Cambridge is forged as a part of their
time here.
My own special relationship with

Cambridge goes back thirteen years
when my wife and I (and our embryonic daughter) spent a couple of months
here before journeying up to St.
Andrews as I researched for my dissertation. Cambridge has changed
immeasurably since then. There must
have been foreign language schools
then, but I didn't notice them. Now
Cambridge sidewalks are clogged from
May through September with packs of
teenagers from France, Spain, and
Italy who have stopped in the middle
of the path of traffic to examine something in a store window, or to look at
friend's zit, or to flirt with one another. Locals have learned to lower their
shoulders and plow through and
there seems to be little long-lasting
damage to international relations,
(though I suspect there is a significant
correlation between British Euro-skepticism and proximity to a foreign language school).
More frequent than the complaints about the bunching-up practices of these foreign language students, allegedly here to improve their
command of English (and their grasp
of some commands of English, e.g.,
"Get the hell out of the way," should
certainly be improved), are the complaints about their bike-riding practices. Of vehicular accidents in
Cambridge the largest number
involves bicyclists and of these a large
majority involve foreign language students. They ride, as they walk, in
packs of seven or eight, oblivious to
one way street signs, the rules of the
road, and bicycle safety. This summer
the American high school students
staying across the street at New Hall
were the worst offenders I saw. The
city council has produced a special
video to raise the consciousness of
cyclists, but to no apparent avail.
Not that the city council always
has the best ideas about bicycles. One
of the most frequently reported (and
most embarrassing for Cambridge) stories in England this past year was the
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city's failed "green bike"-scheme. The
city accepted donations of older bikes,
repaired them and made them usable,
and painted them green. These were
to be placed, unlocked, in green bike
"stables" located in strategic places
around the city. Individuals who needed to get from one place to another
would borrow a bike from one stable
and leave it in another when they had
completed their use of it. Easy access
to cycles would decrease the flow of
traffic into Cambridge and make for a
greener city.
Schemes like this have been successful elsewhere. At De Hoge Veluwe
National Park in the Netherlands
white bikes are provided, free of
charge, for use of anyone in the park.
We found bikes to fit me, my wife, my
twelve year old daughter, and my six
year old son. We even found a threewheeler for my seventy-something
mother-in-law who had never before
ridden a bicycle. But De Hoge Veluwe
is in a rural area with guards at every
entrance, and it is in the Netherlands.
In Cambridge there were the initial squabbles about the "stables" for
the green bikes and the ostentatious,
large green boards describing the
scheme attached to every such stable.
Trinity Street across from the Trinity
College gate was, indeed, too nice an
area for the tacky sign, so it was cut
down. The stables were, however,
more successful than the bikes themselves. One day after the initial green
bikes were distributed around the city
they had all disappeared. The
Camlnidge Evening News even ran a contest, the winner being the first person
to have her sighting of a green bike
validated. In the entire period prior to
the city council's admission that the
green bike scheme had failed I saw but
one green bike, and it was broken.
Cambridge depends upon bicycles, for the city was not built for the
automobile and cannot accommodate
the cars that claim every available inch
of asphalt in Cambridgeshire.
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Thirteen years ago in our street in
Newnham the absence of a car would
have been un-noticed; not so today.
Some of our predecessors in this position mentioned to us the quaint practice in Girton of all the school children hopping on their bikes every
morning and cycling with their mums
to Girton Glebe School. My son, Ian,
is one of the few children now who
cycles to school everyday, and he doth
protest mightily; the rest are ferried to
school on roads that have become single lane roads as a result of all the onstreet parking which comes from houses not having been built with a parking
space in mind. As a recent writer
described Cambridge's traffic situation, "Something like 90,000 vehicles
try to cram into a city designed for the
bicycle (if that) on every working day.
It doesn't work and it cannot continue."
Life in England is crazy, and it is
continuously frustrating. And things
keep seeming to go from better to
worse. The privatization of the railroads is a case in point. Privatization
does make a lot of economic sense, I
think, and some countries can achieve
an efficient and passenger-friendly privatized rail service. The Netherlands,
for example. But I suspect their
achievement has more than a little to
do with the character of the people
and with strong central planning by
the government. (Anyone who thinks
talk of the different characters of the
Dutch and the English is just rubbish
need only examine the baseboards of
the kitchens of each.) The current
achievements of the privatized bus system are sufficient grounds for caution.
But the privatization of the rails in the
U.K. now seems as likely as the opening of the new British Library before
the year 2001.
We have friends who, to our
mind, romanticize all things English or
Cambridge. This mystifies us as much
as it concerns us, for there is a lot that
is downright peculiar about England

and English life, and much that is irritating. American efficiency and helpful service are still virtually unheard of.
It takes forever to get things done
here, witness the channel tunnel or
the new British Library. Yet we do not
regret for a moment this "special relationship" we, and now our children,
have with Cambridge.
England
remains a very good place to live and
not just to visit, though I am not certain that this will long remain true. A
place where dogs are loved and children are indulged, where people (not
academics, but common folk) who
have never entered the doors of a
church feel it their right and duty to
write to their newspapers to debate
whether belief in God is necessary for
practicing clergy, where you can still
buy a pint of ale with an edge on it
sharp enough to cut a rope, and a
place in striking distance of France, a
place where relatively few American
sit-coms are available on television:
you gotta love it.
In less than a year we will be packing our bags to resume a life in
Valparaiso where our relationship with
Cambridge will be more distant,
though no less special. We will try to
resume our special relationships with
friends, family, colleagues, fellow
church members and school parents,
having dug a two-year deep hole. At
the same time we, especially our children, will leave behind special friendships. Mobility makes the coming and
going easy, democratizing relationships, giving rise to the illusion that all
relationships are special in their own
way. Modern communications ensure
that even those who are absent are not
far away, we console ourselves, so we
haven't really been absent from our
family and friends; they know what is
up with us. But two years is a long
time in the life of a young child or an
old parent.
We will return in less than a year
to those we left behind, to special relationships with people but not, at least
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not in my case, to a special relationship with a place. If there are those
who are attached to northern Indiana
because of its flatness or its fertility I
am not numbered among them. I
hold no brief for what seem to me the
long, long cold winters and the short
hot summers of Valparaiso. The sands
of Lake Michigan are no place for my
roots. What initially drew me to
Valparaiso was what I then took for a
shared vision, but now my special relationships with Valparaiso are relationships with people, not an institution or
a place.
Those special relationships are
strange and unpredictable, often hard
to characterize. Some of them have
developed as a result of similar routines, just being in the same places at
enough of the same times. Some of
them come from special acts of grace,
of having been offered and having
received an unusual gift of forgiveness .
Some of them have evolved from
enjoying the same sorts of things, or
valuing the same sorts of things, or seeing things in the sorts of ways each
friend can appreciate. All are special
relationships with people.
But Cambridge is special to me
not for its people but as a place and
because of how I must engage this

place. Trinity and St. John's Colleges
standing boldly and beautifully, side by
side, and I can neither walk nor cycle
past them without hearing someone
cough. The chapel of King's College
daring any to stand beside it, and beckoning all to wonder. The Wren
library at Trinity and the Trinity courtyard, the clop of hard-soled shoes
upon the yellow stone. The chapel of
Emmanuel College. The gardens of
Clare and Emmanuel. The path along
the river to Grantchester. Any tourist
in Cambridge could rattle off these
and fifty more things, but that doesn't
matter. I have walked these streets
day after day and smelled the smells
and been stopped short by what I hadn't noticed the day before as well as
what I had. And my story of admiration and awe mixes with the thousands
of other pilgrims who preceded me
and who will follow me and if we all
have a special relationship to this
place, that is good. Thank God
Almighty, Cambridge is rich enough
for special relationships with all her
pilgrims.
Getting special relationships right
is no easy thing. To protect a special
relationship from all potential threats
will smother it just as the failure to
guard against threats may mortally

wound it. To place at risk special relationships with persons for the sake of
special relationships with places or
institutions borders on a too earthlyminded foolhardiness. Never to risk
special relationships with persons for
the sake of special relationships with
places or institutions is to forget the
diversity of human loves and our finite
natures.
And so I write from Cambridge,
missing my friends, colleagues, and fellow-laborers, not usually noting what I
should note, or giving thanks as I
should and to whom I should, but nevertheless taking more than a little
delight in the knowledge that I can
leave my computer now, and I can
cycle down to browse in any of four
bookstores with significant philosophy
collections, and that afterwards I know
just where I have to go to buy a pint of
Old Growler, and that I have to walk
by or through three or four
Cambridge colleges with their ancient
forms troubles me not. In fact, that
sounds like a splendid idea, but first
there's some work in my garden to
which I must attend. 0
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Name Calling
James Combs

On june 6, 1994, the President of
the United States and other leaders of
the Western world conducted a
solemn and moving ceremony on the
beaches of Normandy, France. Many
of the survivors of the D-Day invasion
returned to commemorate and reminisce about the event. For many
observers, there was a great sense of
closure, of completion, of triumph .
The D-Day commemoration fifty years
later symbolized many things, not the
least of them mythic. The twentieth
century was the century of continuous
war, beginning in 1914 and ending
with the collapse of communism in
Jim Combs lives in Lebanon, Virginia,
where he writes about politics and popular
culture. He reports that the best thing on
the national scene this summer is his tomato crop. He writes regularly for The
Cresset on popular culture.
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1989. The central mythic event of the
century was World War II, and the key
event of that struggle was the heroic DDay invasion that freed Europe from
the Nazi scourge. World War II has by
now become a mythic time, when
gigantic
figures
(Roosevelt,
Eisenhower, Churchill, Hitler, Tojo)
contested in a mighty struggle for the
future of civilization. In retrospect,
the ceremony on the beach at
Normandy gave mythic definition to
the now closed century. The time past
had been named.
Naming things is obviously a major
human activity, a way in which we
make sense out of reality. It may be
arbitrary, erroneous, and merely poetic, but putting a tag on things lets us
differentiate and compare, distinguish
and cohere: this is that, and that is not
this. I am reminded of the apocryphal
story about the great baseball umpire,
Bill Klem , who used to assert that in
calling balls and strikes behind the
plate he never called one wrong.
When challenged on this by a
reporter, he replied, "Listen, boy,
there's balls and there's strikes, but
they ain't nothin' till I call 'em." DDay, World War II, the twentieth century-all were events and times that
would have signified nothing unless in
retrospect we called them meaningful,
distinctive, and memorable. We not
only name people, places, and things,
but also time-temporal periods, significant and axial events, even the
times in which we live.

We try to make sense of current
time by attaching names to that particular time even as it is unfolding. We do
this to decades, when we begin to see
that now is different from an immediate past (1925 is different than 1915,
1968 different from 1958, and so on).
The "Roaring Twenties" acquired its
reputation as "the age of wonderful
nonsense" while it was still in progress;
people wrote about "the age of conformity" and "the lonely crowd" during
the Fifties; the Sixties remain for
many of us a defining era, the time of
the great rebellion and release of
repressed youthful energy and freedom ("I was a casualty in the sexual
revolution"); the Seventies became for
some who lived through it the "soporific seventies", a dark and depressing
period (post-Vietnam and postWatergate) of dashed hopes and a
retreat into privatism and individual
searches for faith and meaning; the
"go-go Eighties" became the period of
legitimate narcissism and the unbridled expression of greed and avarice.
(A friend of mine put all this more
simply: in the Fifties, young people
were interested in raising babies; in
the Sixties, in raising hell; in the
Seventies, in raising consciousness;
and in the Eighties, in raising their
salaries.)
Now such historical characterizations are too facile and quick, but they
do give us an instant sense of what is
distinctive and new about the way we
live and what is unfolding at this time.
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Callin' 'em is one of the tasks of popular interpretive journalism, and as the
90s unfold, will be a way in which we
make sense out of this particular time.
So rather than "the Nifty Fifties" and
the "Swinging Sixties," what will we call
the Nineties?
I propose at this early stage of the
decade to call this time "the Nasty
Nineties." We are out of the orbit of
the twentieth century and in the
unknown temporal dark matter of the
new century. The conflicts and agendas that agitated the twentieth century
now seem dated, inadequate, and confused. More mundanely, as Americans
we are at the millennium and are
afraid of the future. We look back on
"the American century" and wonder if
our moment, our historical function,
our imperial ascendancy, is over. The
politicians and old soldiers who gathered at Normandy celebrated the triumph of our power and eventually of
our values. We won, and should be
justly proud of our accomplishment.
We defeated both fascism and communism. We have every reason to think
American power and values will continue into the new century. But if so,
then why are we in such a nasty mood?
One obvious reason is the "demon
gap": we don't have the Russians anymore on which to project evil, express
hate, entertain fears, and share a common enemy (it was one of Gorbachev's
associates who said that they were
going to do something terrible to us,
they were going to take our enemy
away). Lacking that external enemy
{the Japanese, Columbian drug lords,
or Mexican immigrants don't quite
do), we savage each other. Our fellow
Americans are the new demons, vermin, and fools. In our current frame
of mind, we don't feel good about ourselves unless we have defined some
other domestic individual or group as
bad. Rather than a happy time in
which we can rejoice over our historical triumph and vibrant democracy
and economy, the Nineties are becom-
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ing an Era of Bad Feelings. It is a sad
time: Lincoln's plea for "bonds of
affection" is replaced by bonds of disaffection. Nothing amuses us as much
as expressions of incivility aimed at
someone else. For many of us, when
asked Rodney King's plaintive question, "Can't we all just get along?" the
answer is a resounding "No!"
The Nineties, then, are turning
out to be nasty, mean-spirited, negative, and downright cynical. I suspect
that when the history of the decade is
complete, the dominant political figure will not be Bill Clinton but rather
Bob Dole, who embodies more fully
the spirit of the age-an aging and
defensive representative of the previous century who is determined to
stand, Canute-like, against not only
proposed changes but the impersonal
force of change itself. The agents of
change have to be not only opposed,
but rather destroyed, picked to death
in the ritual destruction of reputation
and office. Dole will preside over a
macabre pageant of senatorial recrimination and rejectionism that stands
stubbornly against the tide of time.
The political world can now be dominated by a stance of rationalized cynicism, meeting every hope or desire by
sullying the name or questioning the
motives of proponents of innovation.
We shall see: but it seems clear that in
the contemporary atmosphere such a
strategy could work, and give political
definition to the time.
Such an eventuality could only
occur in a time of political decay when
old certitudes and habits suddenly
become anachronisms. The electorate, for instance, continues to disappear, sensing elections are an
irrelevance and worse, a big bore
(American politicians badly need new
cliches). Perhaps the largest political
"party" now is the vast and amorphous
army of know-nothings who heed talk
radio hosts and tabloid news. They
have returned, if they ever left, to the
anti-intellectual logic of primitive

thought, finding the simple-minded
and childishly vicious rhetoric of the
Limbaughs and Sterns the height of
wisdom, like giggling and insolent children openly defying and outraging
their parents by saying something
dirty. (If we are to have an American
Reich someday soon, as I have long felt,
Rush Limbaugh would make a great
Hermann Goering.) In an era of decadence, the only way one cari feel
morally superior is through a kind of
sophomoric voyeurism, peeking at the
scandalous and pathetic human race
through the good offices of Geraldo
and Oprah.
It is astonishing how much glee
we take, like an electronic Jacobin
assembly, in degrading the wretched
people who willingly expose themselves to abuse on such shows. And,
even more amazingly, we have transformed the popular culture of celebrity into a melodrama of degradation
ceremonies, involving the ritual
destruction, or at least transformation,
of a celebrated figure as someone to
be admired into someone to be
despised. Woody Allen is described as
"incomprehensibly evil," OJ. Simpson
as "unfit to be a role model," and
Michael Jackson as a "human monster." These kinds of overheated
rhetorical marks of Cain typify the era.
Our social and political opponents are
branded as morally and spiritually
unfit, not merely mistaken or misguided; they are inherently without
human merit and must be exposed
and punished for their hidden wickedness.
In the Nineties, all social and
political questions tend to be transformed into "character questions":
health care reform, it is argued, is an
evil undertaking because the Clintons
are, in some murky sense, of unsound
character, as is revealed by commodity
trading or investing in a retirement
home long ago. Since we believe that
character is known through obscure
and occult details rather than in obviThe Cresset

ous displays of current behavior, then
everyone is suspect, and the investigation of everyone, and everything they
ever did, becomes a social, and thus
mass-mediated, obsession. A voyeuristic popular media thrives on gossip
and rumor, making CBS Evening News
increasingly indistinguishable from
Hard Copy, and the investigative journalism of Howard Fineman or Bob
Woodward rather similar to Jerry
Falwell's videotape on the Clintons.
The fundamental media assumption
now is not only is that every "hidden" -mostly undisturbed- fact or
event in the lives of their subjects' past
is of weight, but that its import is not
lessened by its ephemeral hearsay or
unsubstantiated status. (This is
enhanced by the new practice of "lateral attribution" in the mainstream
press: "People are talking about... " or
"A story is circulating ... ", legitimating
the most outrageous or gossipy tale as
"news.") Media reporters quickly turn
such "factoids" into commentary,
switching from reporter to pundit easily in their new role as character evaluator on the newstalk shows. The
subjects they discuss are clearly lesser
breeds of men and women, and their
usual gestural response to, say, a politician's assertion of idealism or hopefulness is a sneer and a snicker.
The "new news" is a potpourri of
popular images drawn not from the
traditional sources, but also from
expectations inherited from popular
media such as the movies, television,
and books. More importantly, the
highly competitive news business is
sensitive to the popular ethos, and it is
the smart journalist who is ahead of
the curve of the "conventional wisdom." But the press all do seem to
share in the nastiness of the Nineties:
our social stance is defined by the
assumption that all our subjects are
unworthy, and our attention to them is
a matter of debunking and exposing
them. Further, they share what one
writer has called "the paranoid style of
explanation," the conviction that what
September 1994

is real and true is hidden, and what
you see is not what you get. Since the
truth is often dull, and matters of
social policy and problems difficult to
follow (by the reporters, not the public), what is interesting and melodramatic is the discovery of what is
unseen-the hidden flaw, the secret
agenda, the clues that suggest the subjects of the news are unfit to rule, be
admired, or remain in power unexposed. The nastiness of the news is
reflected in its increasing "tabloidization": the presumption of guilt among
the great, famous, or those merely on
TV; the assurance that all subjects
under scrutiny are either pathetic or
comic figures who deserve pity or
scorn; and that our shared contempt
can be justly expressed in news
rhetoric that pins the blame on like a
scarlet letter. In pursuit of both profit
and prestige, the press easily reverts to
primitive thinking: politicians, for
instance, are "soft" or "hard," "weak"
or "strong, " "dead" or "still alive."
Metaphors of descent and necrology
abound: "faltering", "failing," "dead
on arrival" and the like, all suggesting
the imminent demise of a Fisher King,
torn apart by his vengeful subjects.
I do not mean to suggest that
American leaders in whatever field are
beyond criticism or ridicule, nor that
mean and hurtful vilification and
invective has not been hurled at the
powerful and famous in the past. But
it does seem to be the case that many
observers, and indeed the targets of
popular wrath, have been surprised by
the current ferocity of our verbal
abuse of each other. I suspect that all
of this belies a great fear, a fear that
the United States is undergoing a
change that no one can reverse or fully
understand, that we are becoming
something quite different than what
we were. We sense that there is something out there that is wrong, and in
our own primal way attempt to find
someone to blame for it. Politicians
are deemed bunglers or crooks who
are not fit or able to rule; popular cul-

ture creates celebrities who do not
deserve admiration; professions such
as medicine and law are corrupted by
greed and characterized by incompetence. These popular perceptions
humanize the sense of wrongness (as
evidenced in the recurrent overwhelming agreement in polls that "the country is on the wrong track") by finding
and blaming the culprits. Social maladies have to be the fault and responsibility of somebody. As the frustrated and
dispossessed farmer in The Grapes of
Wrath asked, 'Well, who do we shoot?"
As we all are acutely aware, intense
verbal accusation and demonization is
a preface to violence: our social enemies are so utterly irredeemable that
they deserve to die. Discursive nastiness-hurling epithets, mongering
rumors, preaching hate-is a form of
linguistic violence that has a logical
relationship in primitive thinking to
the next step, physical violence. Our
dominant form of public discourse is
more than just bad taste and bad manners-it is an inspiration, and often
even a call, to attack and even kill.
Damning "pro-choice" women activists
as "feminazis" classifies them as the
damned, and for the lunatics who
respond to such primitive logic, leads
to the ·~ustifiable" homicide of abortion clinic doctors.
It is troubling to note how much
invective nowadays is directed at
women, especially women activists or
leaders who threaten male preconceptions and bastions of power.
(Limbaugh and Howard Stern, in different ways, appeal to juvenile-minded
males who fear women and compensate by lashing out at them; their typical listener is a young white male of no
professional standing and likely
marginal social status, who, like the
talk radio hosts he admires, probably
entertains grave fears of female power.
Such immature fears occur in the wake
of social processes the primitive mind
simply reacts against: two out of three
new businesses in the U.S. are started
by women; certain professions, such as
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veterinary and human medicine, will
be dominated by women (58 percent
of the freshman class of Yale Medical
School in 1993 are women); and
women now constitute more than half
of all college students. The twenty-first
century may well be the "century of
the woman". But at the moment, as we
near the fin-de-siecle, the constituency
of talk radio shares the fear of what
Elaine Showalter calls "sexual anarchy," that civilization as we-meaning
males-know it will collapse unless
women are returned to domestic subjugation and "true womanhood." Most
of the listeners to such audial nonsense as talk radio are content with
mass-mediated verbal abuse of women;
but we may infer that some of them
will act upon their learned ignorance,
and take it out on a woman they know
(in one infamous show on Nicole
Simpson's 9ll call for help, Limbaugh
came close to suggesting that O.J. 's
rage was all her fault, since he was
after all a cuckolded and thus wronged
husband, the host playing again with
the spurious logic of '~ustifiable homicide").
The grave danger in all of this is
that our contemporary expressive nastiness will increasingly motivate our
actions. Regressing into a kind of verbal puerility has its primitive satisfactions, but it militates against social
intelligence. Indeed, this is the ominous result of practiced knownothingism:
the exercise of

intelligence-the use of evidence, the
exploration of choices, the reasoned
discourse, the commitment to pragmatism-becomes the ultimate threat.
The puerile mind is, after all, content
with childish rages and outbursts, silly
pranks and juvenile acts, and above all,
the logic of primitive immaturity. It is
also prone to the kind of social paranoia of which we have spoken: since
They are out to get Us, We are justified
in getting back at Them first. For such
a mind, the rhetoric of nastiness is
more than just fun ; it can and does
invoke the legitimacy of harm. In our
current mode of discourse, it is more
fun, and for some more lucrative, to
act dumb rather than act intelligent, to
act like a child rather than act like an
adult, to strike out at the world rather
than adapt to it.
It would be an historical shame if
the United States, in the wake of its
great successes, would instead be
remembered by the coming century as
the country that grew old before it
grew up. Perhaps we should remind
ourselves now of the wry observation
(variously attributed to Georges
Clemenceau or Henry Adams) that
America is the only great power that
went from barbarism to decadence
without any intervening period of civilization. In the Nasty Nineties, we are
well aware of both the recrudescence
of barbarism and the omnipresence of
institutional and personal decadence.
In the former case are the various bar-

barities of the street (gang violence,
drug dealing, petty crime) and the
organizational barbarities of the State
(executions, police violence, warfare);
in the latter, the lure of money and
the lure of pleasure everywhere. If we
are wise, we can learn something from
the calumny and venom of the present, and become in the new century a
mature civilization, dedicated to the
exercise of intelligence and benevolence. If not, we are doomed to the
continuation of the kind of selfdestructive rancor and malice that will
loose both our barbaric and decadent
tendencies, insuring our descent into a
culture of tribal animosities and pervasive misanthropy.
Civilization at its best cultivates
the practice of civility, including a civil
tongue. The sacrifices of the men and
women who died in the Normandy
invasion and World War II in general
we like to believe were made in order
to defeat incivility in its extreme and
create of world of civility. But it is
clear from the experience of the present that civility is a fragile thing that is
ironically threatened by the malevolent use of free speech. It is the task of
twenty-first century Americans to transcend the petty acrimony of the splenetic last decade of the twentieth
century, and to celebrate and practice
the arts and blessings of civilized maturity of spirit. In that more hopeful
eventuality, our greatest days as a culture and as a people are yet to come.O

In the Special Summer issue of The Cresset, a list of works cited was omitted from Stephanie Paulsell's
article, "Silence and Spirituality." Readers who wish to continue their exploration of these topics will
find material in the following editions and texts:
Augustine. The Confessions of St. Augustine, trans. Rex Warner. New York: New American Library, 1963.
--. De doctrina christiana, ed. Joseph Martin. Corpus Christianorum Series Latina 32: Turnold: Brepols,
1962.
Benedict. The Rule of St. Benedict in English, ed. Timothy Fry, O.S.B. Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical
Press, 1981.
Gehl, Paul F. "Competens Silentium: Varieties of Monastic Silence in the Medieval West," Viator 18
(1987): 125-160.
Hansen, Ron. Mariette in Ecstasy. New York: HarperCollins, 1991.
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Living with Leviticus
Maureen Jais-Mick

Every time I hear a preacher or
politician make some repressive statement that features a quote from
Leviticus, I say to myself, "I've got to sit
down and read that book some day
soon." I've heard, "You shall not lie
with a male as with a woman; it is an
abomination" (18:22)quite a bit in the
struggle of gays and lesbians within the
Church. But if we're going to heed
Leviticus on some issues, aren't we
compelled to honor its dictates in all
things? If it's the Word of God, then
it's all the Word of God, right? So, for
those of you who (a) read Leviticus
years ago and have forgotten most of it
or (b) have been meaning to read it
soon, I offer the following highlights.

Maureen Jais-Mick usually writes for The
Cresset on music, particularly music and
churches, since she has been a church musician for many years. More recently she
maintains herself by working as consultant
to business in the D. C. area.
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The first thing one notices after
reading all 27 chapters is that being a
priest for the people of Israel was hard
work. A typical Leviticus priesthood
job description: "Wanted. Young,
strong son of Aaron able to butcher
bulls, goats, fowl and a variety of
wildlife; doesn't sicken at the sight of
blood; able to diagnose leprosy and
other skin diseases; thorough knowledge of real estate and property evaluation; certified animal husbandry
training; must have agricultural expertise to evaluate land and crops; good
math skills for computing human
value and tithes. Must be team player.
Virgin wife preferred. Possibility of
extra pay and benefits if willing to continue into Book of Numbers and
supervise military draft.... "
Ordination was rough. It lasted
for seven days (8:33), during which
the ordinand couldn't leave the temple. It was also somewhat exotic, as
described in the ordination of Aaron
and his sons (22:23): "And Moses
killed it [a ram], and took some of its
blood and put it on the tip of Aaron's
right ear and on the thumb of his right
hand and on the great toe of his right
foot." Food was apparently plentiful,
but somewhat monotonous, as the
priests and their families got temple
offering leftovers.
Which brings us to what, if we
accept the authority of Leviticus, we
can and can't eat in 1994. Everyone
knows about not eating swine and
shrimp, but the complete list also
includes camel, rock badger, hare,
eagle, vulture, osprey, kite, falcon,
raven, ostrich, nighthawk, sea gull, cormorant, ibis, water hen, pelican, carrion vulture, stork, heron, hoopoe,
bat, winged insects that go upon all
fours (exceptions are the locust, cricket and grasshopper), weasel, mouse,
great lizard, gecko, land crocodile,

lizard, sand lizard, chameleon, whatever goes on its belly, whatever has many
feet and anything aquatic that does
not have fins and scales.
Eating these things is an abomination-the very same word used to
describe one who lies with a man as
with a woman. So, if you've eaten eel,
rabbit, snake (a delicacy in restaurants
here in D.C.) and frog legs, you might
as well march in the next Gay Pride
Day Parade; the damage is done. Ditto
for consuming anything with blood in
it (17:10). Since my ethnic group
reveres a dish called blood soup and
also blood sausage, I can only assume
that nearly everybody in Poland or of
Polish descent is in a state of abomination cum culinary bliss during the Fall
slaughtering.
More interesting than not eating
pork is the command not to touch its
carcass, lest we become unclean
(11:8). No pigskin means no Super
Bowl Sunday (it's an abomination to
have teams work on the Sabbath, anyway), no high school football and no
mammoth college alumni donations
for athletic facilities. I've always considered the endless bowl games an abomination, though not for religious reasons.
Women, as you might expect, are
second class citizens in Leviticus. If I
bear a male child, I'm unclean for
seven days. Ifl have a female child, I'm
unclean for two weeks. What transpires
if I give birth to triplet daughters I
shudder to imagine.
There are also good things in
Leviticus. I appreciate the stricture
against offering one's children as
human sacrifices to Molech ( 18:21) .
The rules against incest seem pretty
good (18:18). Leviticus is a leader in
proclaiming access for the physically
disabled: ''You shall not curse the deaf
or put a stumbling block before the
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blind ... " (19:13), but not so laudable
when it bars the disfigured and disabled from ordination (21:17-20). Its
treatment of the elderly (19:32) and
the stranger in one's midst (19:33) are
models of hospitable behavior. Not
cheating one's customers (19:35) by
overcharging or under-weighing
(Lawyers: does the term "billable
hours" ring a bell?) is also a fine command.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture and haute couture fashion
designers are in a state of abomination, however. "You shall not let your
cattle breed with a different kind; you
shall not sow your field with two kinds
of seed; nor shall there come upon
you a garment of cloth made of two
kinds of stuff." (19:19) If you cross
breed your farm stock, use hybrid seed
or have a garment labeled "20% rayon,
50% silk and 30% manmade fibers; dry
clean only," you're not fit to socialize
with decent folk. You may also need to
have words with your barber or hair
stylist: "You shall not round off the
hair on your temples or mar the edges
of your beard." ( 19:27) And you WWII
Navy men, "You shall not make any
cuttings in your flesh ... or tattoo any
marks upon you." (19:28) If you've
read this far and aren't in abomination
yet, keep reading.
These days, when nearly fifty percent of all marriages end in divorce
and lots of folks seem to cheat on their
partners during marriage, Leviticus is
especially timely: "If a man commits
adultery with the wife of his neighbor,
both the adulterer and the adulteress
shall be put to death." (20:10) Instead
of hiring a shark lawyer to strip your
ex-spouse of every worldly possession,
just stone the SOB. I think this has
great possibilities, particularly for the
clergy. In Washington, D.C., we seem
to have a lot of ordained folks lately
who confess to marital infidelities, seek
public forgiveness and get reassigned
to other parishes or do interim pastorates for their districts, conferences
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or synods. Denominations could save
staff time and money and bypass the
reassignment process if the guilty were
immediately stoned to death.
Television preachers could be stoned
on "A Current Affair." A fitting end.
"The daughter of any priest, if
she profanes herself by playing the
harlot, profanes her father; she shall
be burned with fire" (2:19). No word
on the son of a priest who plays the
harlot. He probably gets a slap on the
back and a complimentary glass of
Mogen David. Anyone who curses
THE NAME is also to be stoned
(24: 14). In fact, throughout Leviticus
one hardly misses the presence of television and other forms of modern
entertainment, what with all the possibilities for public stonings and burnings. Bishops can't wear their hair
loose or designer blue jeans with
holes in the knees and other fashionably strategic places nor attend their
parents' wakes (21:10). Also, their
wives must be virgins. No word on the
bishops being virgins, you understand.
I'm curious about a culture in which
all unmarried women are expected to
be virgins and all married women are
to be faithful, while the men are
required to be neither. ·I suspect that
the men of Israel stoned harlots selectively and that quite a few brides
packed a bit of chicken blood along
with their honeymoon negligees.
If you're a member of the Every
Word In The Bible Is From God Club,
then the good news is that slavery is in:
"As for your male and female slaves
whom you may have: you may buy
male and female slaves from among
the nations that are round about you."
(25:44) The North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) will make
this even easier, I'm sure. You can also
slay large numbers of enemies with the
sword (26:6). Then there's the eye for
an eye section (24: 19-20), after which
the survivors can all live together in
the toothless, blind community of the
sanctified.

I don't think one can really claim
to accept the Bible as the inerrant
word of God without modeling the sacrificial liturgy of Leviticus, much of
which sounds like working behind the
meat counter at Safeway:
Then he [any man who brings an
offering] shall kill the bull before the
Lord; and Aaron's sons the priests shall
present the blood, and throw the blood
round about against the altar... And he
shall flay the burnt offering and cut it
into pieces; and the sons of Aaron the
priest shall put fire on the altar, and lay
wood in order upon the fire ... and lay
the pieces, the head, and the fat, in
order upon the wood that is on the fire
upon the altar; but its entrails and its
legs he shall wash with water. And the
priest shall burn the whole on the altar,
as a burnt offering, an offering by fire,
a pleasing odor to the Lord." (1:1-9).

It's official-The Almighty loves barbecue. One more thing we have in common. But don't you wonder if folks
complained about having animal sacrifices all the time because they made
the services too long?
That's the short course on
Leviticus. I'm glad I took the time to
read the whole thing. The next time
someone rants to me about abominable behavior, I'll just take off my
100% cotton L.L. Bean jacket, hand it
to my Quebe~ois slave Auguste and
smite the offender with the blade of
my sword. This God-fearing lifestyle is
a cinch. 0
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Arrival
for Gail Eifrig

It is August
when you arrive, and hot,
so humid that rain
just drifts in the sky
and the rivers verge
on becoming air.
Things are beginning to blur.
You are thousands
of miles from home,
and you are standing
at the curb remembering
the mother who suffered
a California summer under wool
to make the suit you wear.
This is your first attempt at life beyond
the mountains, and you remember
the coast, the Rockies, the shock
of the great plains of wheat and corn
stitched together by the gentle
motion of the train.
It was beautiful, it is
beautiful, so in this city
you hail a cab, the sweat
a stain beneath your arms.
You struggle with your bags,
and the dark-skinned man offers
to open the door. He knows
that you 're alone,
from out of town.
He asks your connecting
train, and seeing there is still
some time, he spins
you for free on a nickel tour.
Buildings unlike any
you have ever seen
rise to heaven
and disappear. There is magic
in this city, so when he asks,
you give your name.
Later, he calls a wet kiss goodbye
through the thick Chicago air,
and you wave to him,
cautiously, touching the line
between what is real
and what is not, until the differences
between the two
are no longer clear,
and the sky bends down
to whisper you this.

Mike Chasar
September 1994
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Albert B. Randall. The Mystery of Hope
in the Philosophy of Galniel Marcel 18881973. Hope and Homo Viator.
Lewiston:The Edwin Mellen Press,
1992.
It has been years since many of
us last read Gabriel Marcel; for many
more of us it has been even longer
since we entertained the thought of
taking him seriously (I am speaking as
a philosopher). For what are we to
make of one who without blushing
spoke of mystery and of being and of
communion, whose intellectual journey was always tied up with a personal
one, and who refused to speculate on,
theorize about or otherwise justify his
most provocative claims? And how are
we to think along with someone who
accepted "Christian existentialism" as a
good enough description of his enterprise, now that existentialism itself is
nowhere practiced and nowhere
respected? Randall's book provides a
new opportunity for us to begin reconsidering our neglect of this all-but-forgotten thinker by focusing on the
centrality of hope in Marcel's life and
thought.
Other prominent themes of
Marcel's work are no doubt more
familiar to us. We may have chanced
upon his identification of the lived difference between being and having, or
upon his claims concerning the essentially mystical character of being .
Randall convincingly shows that these
and other of Marcel's insights were
30

made possible only because of an initial orientation towards hope in a
world where the choice between suicide and life is daily given to us. Like
others, Marcel accepted the view that
the world was essentially absurd; the
human was indeed the measure of all
things, but rather than succumbing to
the temptation of asserting that in this
situation unmediated human force or
power is all that remains, Marcel took
the occasion to develop a phenomenology of homo viator or person
on-the-way. The human person was
not closed and antagonistic; rather the
person responded to situations in a
constant movement of growth and
development guided by the hope for
completion and fulfillment.
This phenomenology based on
an orientation towards hope has serious implications for a conception of
the self. The person is no longer cast
as a promethean agent manipulating
his world in order to gain power and
profit. Rather, she is creatively available to others, ready to accept the possibility of fidelity and sacrifice and
charity. Hope also serves Marcel as a
basis for a robust understanding of
intersubjectivity, something which his
more subjectively-oriented colleagues
were unable to develop. Having
accepted the closed Cartesian self, they
were hard-pressed to interpret the
other in a non-threatening, non-objectifying way. Beginning with hope as
the person's initial orientation, the
Cartesian path is sidestepped, for to
hope means that I am already directed
out of myself and towards the other.
Marcel's, "I hope in you for us," marks
the point where hope gives way to
interpersonal interaction, a communion in his terms. Hope is what joins
us to a common enterprise and a com-
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mon life. We place our hope in each
other that we might both flourish and
find life breathable, not merely tolerable. Finally, all this leads Randall to
the observation that for Marcel hope is
one way of opening on to mystery and
all that Marcel understands by this.
Hope "makes the passage [of life]
something more than just simple wandering" without itself turning into a
fixed marker, standard or conceptual
hurdle.
These points are well worth noting, as Randall does, for they anticipate some moves made by several of
Marcel's compatriots over the last few
years. Still, Marcel is not something of
a postmodernist avant la lettre, and
Randall takes great pains to bind these
reflections on hope to Marcel's family
life , his work as a playwright, his
engagement with Christianity and his
conversion to Catholicism. This insistence on the concrete personal dimension of thought is at work throughout
the book. He begins with a quick
review of Marcel's life, and at every
turn he casts Marcel's intellectual history as a variation on his personal one,
and the book closes with a tribute to
Marcel and the kind of life his work
illuminates. All this is not surprising,
for Marcel himself refused to view
thought detached from life, insisting
that the role of the philosopher today
was to be one of a watchman, one who
took note of and interrogated precisely the stuff of concrete existence. But
it is one thing for someone to make
that kind of claim and another for
someone else to write about the person making that claim in terms of that
claim. Randall's readers will have difficulty drawing the distinction between
the analysis of a key element in
Marcel's work and a kind of grateful
celebration of Marcel's person, a distinction that is well worth maintaining
in a work of this kind.
Randall has also elected to let
Marcel do the talking whenever possible and to present rather than scrutinize. This choice makes the book less
readable and less inspiring than I, for
one, would have liked to see. In place
of exposition stands a quote, in place
of analysis stands another's reaction to
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Marcel, and, rather than indicating
where Marcel's insight into hope
could help us work through problem
areas in contemporary thought,
Randall is content to contrast Marcel's
efforts with much of what passed for
philosophical reflection in the mid20th century (here the Camus-Sartre
strands of existentialism, Thomism,
and positivist philosophy come to
mind). The result is that Randall's
book reads more like a Festschrift than
an independent monograph.
While Randall's book may well
prove to be a welcome contribution to
certain domains within Marcel scholarship, the service it might render to a
broader community of thinkers has
been extensively, needlessly, curtailed.
For the concerns voiced at the outset
require that we do somethig by way of
translation to make Marcel's insights
workable for a new constellation of
problems. I believe this is possible and
desirable, in part, because of Randall's
efforts. Still, it remains to be done.
Kevin Paul Geiman

Richard Luecke, ed. A New Dawn in
Guatemala: Toward a Worldwide Health
Vision.
Prospect Heights, IL:
Waveland Press, 1993.
I've sometimes wondered about
the choices that universities make in
selecting persons to receive an honorary doctorate, but a few superb
choices can compensate for the questionable ones. Valparaiso University
did itself proud in bestowing that
honor on two distinguished Lutheran
physicians: Carrol Behrhorst, whose
health vision is celebrated in this volume, and William Foege, who contributes one of the essays.
Both Behrhorst and Foege were
medical missionaries and both shared
a worldwide health vision that the
future of health care lies with disease
prevention and health promotion.
Foege devoted his career to the big
picture: a key figure in the worldwide
eradication of smallpox, director of
the Center for Disease Control, currently the director of four international health programs at The Carter
September 1994

Center and President Clinton's nominee for UNICEF. Behrhorst pursued
his vision in the remote Guatemalan
village of Chimaltenango, developing a
program that the World Health
Organization cited in 1975 as one of
ten models worldwide for effective
health promotion. Behrhorst's vision
contributed substantially to the AlmaAta Declaration and Report on
Primary Health Care, which revolutionized primary health care and
development strategies on the part of
indigenous peoples.
I first heard about Carrol
Behrhorst in 1966, when I was study
director for medical mission conference on the healing mission of the
church, attended by Lutheran physicians, nurses, and missionaries around
the globe. Behrhorst was already a legend then for his philosophy and practice of health care built around the
principle that people need to manage
their problems within their resources.
His definition of care, "helping people
to help themselves," was translated
into practice by first gaining the trust
and respect of those with whom you
want to work, then listening carefully
to their understanding of health, what
they perceive their problems to be,
and how those problems can be
addressed within the resources that are
available.
In the 1960s and 70s most mission hospitals were replicas of US hospitals, little islands of medical
intervention that cured diseases but
did little in the surrounding community for disease prevention and health
promotion. As a result people who
were cured returned to the hospital
again and again with the same ailment,
becoming increasingly dependent on a
system of health care that treated
symptoms rather than the primary
causes of disease. Rather than seeking
funding for advanced Western medical
practice, Behrhorst chose instead to
develop local health resources. He was
a pioneer in training health promoters
to work in villages, conducting
women's programs in nutrition and
family health, planning and developing water projects, teaching people
elemental health practices such as boil-

ing water, digging latrines, and adding
vegetables and eggs to their diet.
Richard Luecke, who taught a
course at VU thirty years ago on the
implications of this approach for
health care in the country, has done a
masterful job of selecting essays for
this volume. There are a number of
Behrhorst's selected papers, remarkable for their foresight. Behrhorst,
who died in 1990, would have been
pleased that there are selections from
Guatemalans who are carrying on the
work at Chimaltenango. Finally, there
is a section entitled "Learnings for
Health Care Around the World." Two
of those essays are particularly noteworthy. The first is by Foege, who
paints the big picture by noting the
collective impact on the health of children by those who have shared
Behrhorst's worldwide health vision.
The other is by John McKnight, who
like Behrhorst shows us what this
vision looks like in very practical concrete terms at the local level. His essay
on "Taking Charge of Health in a
Chicago Neighborhood" is itself worth
the purchase of this book.
Very little of the endless commentary we hear in the current health
care debate helps us understand the
fundamental reforms that are needed
in a system devoted to disease cure. I
highly recommend this book for a revolutionary vision of what health care in
the country could be.
Thomas Droege

Notes on PoetsJean Hollander's book of poems,
Crushed into Honey, was published by
Saturday Press and won the Eileen W.
Barnes Award. Her work appears in
many journals, including The Cresset.
Mike Chasar (VU '93) won an award
for his poems presented by the
National Federation of Poetry Clubs.
He continues to write poetry, though
not on the forms he fills out as a mortgage bank clerk.
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